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Local News

Farmers invited

A real Super Bowl

High Yield Wheat
meeting set for tonight

49ers edge Bengals
with 34 seconds left

1

Back in `The Pit'
Racers return home
to host Tennessee Tech
See page 6 ---

See page 6

See page 12
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

City revels in 49ers' Super Bowl victory

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
Mostly cloudy
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of rain toward morning. Low in -the lower
40s. South wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday. _Cloudy _w_ith- a- 20--percent chance of showers. High
around 60.
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STARKE, Fla. — Ted Bundy has confessed to 19 more killings, hut
Florida's highest law enforcement official calls the condemned murderer a "conniver" who should die in the electric chair as scheduled.
KABUL, Afghanistan — Soviet troops came to Afghanistan "with
open hearts" to perform an honorable task and now leave with a feeling of failure, a Red Army general says.
MIAMI — A police officer shot a black man in one of the neighborhoods torn by riots last week. but a recurrence of the violence that
left one dead and stores looted and burned seemed unlikely, authorities
said today.
RICHMOND, Texas — By some accounts, they were an organized
gang of devil-worshipers, by others a loose-knit band of young misfits
gone astray when they attacked their parents. battering one mother to
.
.
death with a baseball bat.
as
selected
has
Bakker
Jim
founder
PTL
—
N.C.
CHARLOTTE,
his attorney a flamboyant octogenarian whose legal career spans six
decades and whose clients have included Alfried Krupp at the Nuremberg trials. _

STATE
LOUISVILLE — A lawsuit filed against two radio stations by a
woman whose nude photographs were published in Playboy magazine
has been settled, but she wasn't offered her job hack at the stations as
she requested, a lawyer said.
LOUISVILLE — Patients in Kentucky and southern Indiana must
wait longer before receiving an organ transplant as the number of
donors declines.
LOUISVILLE — Many Kentucky couples fall into traditional malefemale roles when it comes to household chores, according to a new
poll.

SAN FRANCISCO(AP) — Tens
of thousands of fans jammed the
streets and police reported at least
86 arrests in a spontaneous outpouring of jubilation over the San
Francisco 49ers' last-minute Super
Bowl victory.
In Cincinnati, which lost a
3-point lead with 34 seconds left in
the Bengals' second Super Bowl
loss to the 49ers in seven years.
some fans cried, others shrugged as
-Wleft- Fotintain Square Plaza and

Bush boosts
anti-abortion
rally; meets
with cabinet
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is turning his attention
to business following a 525 million
inaugural extravaganza, with plans
to address anti-abortion demonstrators and preside at his first Cabinet
meeting.
One item likely to be on the
Cabinet agenda is the nation's staggering budget deficit, which Bush
has identified as the No. 1 probleaw
to be addressed in his infant
presidency.
Bush says he .will tackle that
problem in earnest in his first week
as chief executive and plans to
make it the focus of a Tuesday
meeting with congressional leaders.
The new president, who spent a
relatively placid Sunday after
maintaining a breakneck inaugural
schedule, planDed a flurry of activity today, meeting with Vice President Dan Quayle and attending the
swearing-in of senior members of
the presidential and vice presiden(Cont'd on page?)

related Supet Bowl stories in todaj's Sports Section.
dov.nl..0An bars Sunday_night. All
Acre

The arrests in San Francisco
were mostly related to alcohol, and
several windows were broken during the celebration, police Sgt. Jerry Senkir said.
Police also had a report of a
single bullet from a handgun being
shot through a house window, said
Officer Steve Ortiz, who wasn't
sure if the shot was related to the
celebrations. No one was injured.
.Linda- Beigeite,- waving a 49er
pennant while leaning over police

MELBOURNE, Australia — Unheralded Jonas B. Svensson of
Sweden stunned an angry and erratic Boris Becker in straight sets to
power into the quarterfinals of the Australian Open.
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. — Mark Calcavecchia made sure fans at the
Phoenix Open had plenty of time to get home before the Super Bowl.
LA QUINTA, Calif. — Chi Chi Rodriguez seemed almost
embarrassed a year ago when he won virtually all the money -S300,000 of S360,000 — in the first Senior Skins Game.
WENGEN, Switzerland — Austria's Rudolf Nierlich won his first
World Cup slalom while Luxembourg's Marc Girardelli virtually
clinched his third overall title.

glook

Murray State University associate professor Karen Balzer (front) gave instruction Saturc„,
dents auditioning for the Governor's School for the Arts in Lovett Auditorium. Students all ,,‘er '
began auditioning earlier this month in artistic disciplines such as creative writing, dance, drift
mental music, vocal music and visual art. Those who make it past the auditions will take part J:
Staff photo hr ltannit ttron
July 2-22 at the Kentucky Center for the Arts.

MOSCOW (AP) — An earthquake destroyed several mountain
villages in Tadzhikistan today and
buried one village under a 30-foot
wall of dirt and mud, killing up to
1,000 people, officials said.
"Almost everybody died," said
Zainiddin Nasreddinov, editor-inchief of the official Tazhikistan

news agency, who visited the buried village of Sharora in Soviet
Central Asia.
A preliminary estimate indicated
about 600 people had died there, he
said in a telephone interview from
Dushanbe, about 10 miles northeast
of Sharora. The population of the
village was not known, but Nasrcd-

dinov said about 70 families lived
there.
An official at the Dushanbe
seismic Station, who refused to he
identified, said families are large in
the area and one dwelling often
houses eight to 10 people.
The tremor struck about 1.800
miles southeast of Moscow, north
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LONDON (AP) -- The dollar
was mixed in early European
trading today as traders assessed
its near-term prospects following last week's increase in Europcan interest rates and central
bank interventions.
Gold rose in quiet trading.
In Tokyo, where trading ends
before Europe's business day
begins, the dollar rose 0.15 yen
to a closing 128.20. Later, in
London, it was quoted at 128.30
yen.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
I or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. SaturI day. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

The Murray Ledger & Times captured 13 awards at the annual Kentucky Press Association Fall Contest
Awards Banquet held over the weekend in Lexington. Current and former staff recipients of awards were:
M.C. (;arrott, second place, Column — Variety of Subjects; Donna Newcomb, third place, Business)
Agriculture Story; Scott Wilson, third place, Feature Story; Daniel T. Parker, third place, Sports Feature;
David Tuck, first place, sports picture, seCond place, General News Picture and third place, General News
Picture; Greg Travis, second place, Feature Picture Essay, third place, Spot News, third place, Editorial,
third place Feature Picture and Honorable Mention, Sports Picture Essay. The Murray Ledger & Times
received a second place in the General Excellence category. Pictured above from left are: David Tuck,
Staff pbote by David Harney
Greg Travis and Daniel T. Parker.
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Investigators
say they will
run samples
on Ohio River
\:
C1NCINN
•
state agenc) that
er water quality says it plans t. xteli
sive ICSLS this week in ;he itrer
Ohio Valley for high lesei
organic chemicals in the rtver.
The Ohio River Valle
Sanitation Commission \aid
plans to sample the water !min
Pittsburgh, Pa.. to Wheeling,
W.Va., this week with the 1-,elp of
federal and state agencies. !Me
tests will he done to determine
levels of cyanide and volaHoorganic compounds among ,sinc•
substances.
The water quality.. sampling will
also be, done in the Allegheny,
Monongahela and Beaver rivers
which feeckthe Ohio River, ageno
•
officials said.
"The purpose of this study is to
examine what type of organic
chemicals exist in the upper ri•ver
during cold weather. - We have
r3und that as water temperatures
decrease, certain pollutant levels
tend ,to increase," said Alan Vic(Cont'd on page 2)
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New survey: many adopt traditional roles

Bush...

(Coned from page 1)
tidl staffs.
In a scheduled midday telephone
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — came to child care and homework perfect house
hookup from the Oval Office, Bush
keepe
r,
she said.
and 74 percent said it was the was to address
t
Many Kentucky couples fall into duties. And in general, men were
anti-abortion protesFew children play a role in keepA two-car accident two miles
wife's domain.
traditional male-female roles when somewhat more likely to help with ing the
ters
on
the Ellipse, just south of the
house clean, according to
west of Murray at 11:50 a.m. SunIn the rural counties, 83
it comes to household chores, chores when both spouses worked the 204
parents with school-age said the wife cooked most percent White House. The demonstration
day
sent a Murray woman to the
according to a new poll.
meals
, was called to protest the Supreme
outside the home.
children who were interviewed for and only 10 percent
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
said the chore Court's Jan. 22, 1973, decision
Eighty-two percent of those
The poll's margin of error of 4.3 the poll.
according to a report from the Kenwas shared: in the urban counties, legalizing abort
surveyed for the Bluegrass State percentage points means that, in
ion.
And, according to the parents, 18 percent said the
tucky State Police.
chore was
Poll said the wife did the laundry, theory, in 19 of 20 cases the poll child
Last
year, President Reagan
ren were only a bit more like- shared and 73 percent said
According to the report filed by
while almost as many said the wife would differ by no more than 4.3
it was addressed the annual march and
ly to help in doing yardwork, child- the wife's job.
Troop
er Stephen Humphreys, John
did the cooking.
rally in the same fashion.
points from the results that would care duties and home
Wayne Fulton, 86, Murray, was
work.
Ms. Reno had some suggestions
But men were generally respon- have been obtained by questioning
Bush
opposed a constitutional
Indeed, 65 percent of parents for couples who do feel the
attempting to turn onto Ky. 94
sible for at least one traditionally all married Kentucky adults who
need to amendment banning abortions
who felt that there was either a lot share chores.
from
Johnny Robertson Road. Jim
male chore: yardwork. Husbands have phones.
when he first ran for president in
or
some
disag
reeme
nt
Lamb
in
,
the
47, Route 7, Murray, was
famil
"Peop
y
le
shoul
d
be encouraged to 1980, but later chan
did the chore, 59 percent of those
The poll showed husbands were over chores said it was
ged his
traveling west on 94. The report
mostly divide the chores according to their positi
surveyed said.
much more likely than wives to say between the parents and
on.
said Fulton apparently did not see
children. own preferences, and it's also a
The poll, conducted by The
In his 1988 presidential camthat many routine household chores Only 17 percent said the
Lamb and pulled out in front of
disagr
good
eeidea
to
excha
nge
jobs once in paign, he voiced support for
Courier-Journal Nov. 14-19 and
an
were shared.
ments were mostly between a while. For instance,
him. Lamb could not stop and hit
published in Sunday's editions, is
if you amendment that would prohi
bit
The poll also found that women spouses, and another 17 percent become the person who
Fulton in the side. The Murray Fire
based on interviews with 529 markeeps the abortions except in cases of incest
who work outside the home were said it involved the whole family. carpet clean, you might
Department also responded to the
ried people throughout Kentucky
find your- or rape or to save the life of
the
much more likely than men or fullEducation and geography also self nagging the kids who come
scene.
— divided evenly between men
in mother.
time
have
femal
beari
a
e
Neither driver was injured, but a
homem
ng
on
akers
who
with
does
to
dirty
what:
say
shoes
and understand the
and women. About half of the
And, as recently as his inaugural
—Husbands and wives who frustration that goes with
passenger in Lamb's car, Donna
women surveyed worked outside there's been some (or a lot of) disthat."
address on Friday, Bush made a
agreement at their homes over attended college were more likely
Lamb, 45, was taken to MCCH
She also believes that it's passi
the home.
ng reference to the issue.
chore
s.
Fiftythan
with possible head injuries, the
those with less education to "important for couples to take time
six percent of those
The men and women were asked
There, he spoke of "young
polled said there was no disagree- share in dishwashing, cooking, for themselves. I think
report said.
ho does chores, ranging from
that going women to be helped who are
about
ment,
house
20
perce
clean
nt
ing,
said
there
child
out
care
was
for
a
"a
walk
and
together on a Saturcooking to cleaning to child care.
lot" or "some" disagreement and homework.
day night, enjoying the stars and to become mothers of children they
Among the poll's findings:
24 dpercent said there was "a
—Generally speaking, couples the crisp air, makes it a lot easier can't care for and might not love.
—Three percent of those
They need our care, our guidance,
little
."
who live in urban counties were to face the dishes on Sund
surveyed said the husband did the
ay and our education, thoug
Coupl
more
es
h we bless
often
likely
don't
to
know
share the chores than morning."
how
laundry. Twelve percent said the
them for choosing life."
to
begin
divid
those
ing
in
rural
chore
s,
ones.
said
Ms.
MadReno
believes things are
job was shared.
Dealing with the budget
In the state's five most urban changing.
—Eighty percent said the wives die Reno, a therapist with the FamTwo one-car accidents occurred
appea
red likely to command much
ily
&
Child
ren's
Agenc
count
y
"I
ies
of
Metro— Jefferson, Fayette,
work with a lot of families,
did the cooking: 68 percent said
in
Calloway County over the
of
Bush'
attent
polita
s
ion
n
this first full
Louisville.
Boone, Campbell and Kenton — 34 and I really believe there is a new
they did the dishes: and 72 percent
weeke
nd, according to reports filed
week
in
office
Anoth
.
er
••
probl
em
might be that percent of those surveyed said that order developing."
said the wives did the
by Deputy Sheriff Stan Scott.
Presidential spokesman Marlin
the
husba
nd
has
"hidd
both
en
husba
assum
nd
and
pwife
wash dishousecleaning.
On Saturday at 1:45 p.m. three
Fitzwater said Sunday the president
tions" about the marriage — that hes. In the rural counties, only 16
—Men helped out more when it
miles east of Murray, William B.
will withhold specifics on his
his wife should be a good cook and percent said the chore was share
d.
White, 29, Route 2, Hazel, was
budget plans until a Feb. 9 address
traveling north on Squire Workman
to
a
joint
sessi
on
of
Congr
ess.
(Cont'd from page 1)
Road. According to the officers
However, he plans to start the ball
survivors and soldiers were rushed
report, a female passenger was sitrolling on Tuesday when he meets
to the area to keep order and
ting on the vehicle's console
with congressional leaders.
restore communications awl power
crowding the steer.gkwheel and
`!These sessions are — as he
and water to the buildings left propo
causing White to swerve off the
sed in his inaugural -- to
standing, said Nasreddinov.
road into a ditch and down the
reach out a hand to Congress,"
WASHINGTON (AP) — ThouThe magnitude of the earthquake Fitzwater
ditch
line approximately 81 feet.
President George Bush planned
said.
sands of anti-abortion demonstra- to speak
The two sides faced each other was uncertain.
At
3:46
p.m. Sunday about four
to
The
new
the
chief
antiexecu
abort
tive
ion
and his
tors converged on the nation's cap- demon
from across the street, .with each
The U.S. Geological Survey in wife, Barba
miles east of Murray, Steven J.
strators in Washington today
ra,
and
many
memb
ers
group singing, clapping and main- Golden. Colo, said it measured 6.0
ital today to culminate a series of via a
Walker, 26, Route 6, Murray, was
telephone hookup similar to
of his family and Cabinet attended
taining their distance.
nationwide protests against the that
on the Richter scale. The survey an interfaith
westbound on Hwy. 280 when he
used by former President Reapraye
servi
r
ce
at
the
Supreme Court's 1973 decision gan
'Right-to-life is not a political office in Menlo Park, Calif. put the Washington Cathedral on Sunday. came around a curve and ran off
to address the same group last
legalizing abortion.
magni
tude
at
5.4
on
the road approximately 40 feet
the Richter The service was the last item on
issue,' said Bishop John Marshall,
year.
Leonard Dinegar of the National
scale.
down
a ditch line. The car then
the
leade
r of Vermont's Catholic
The rally on the Ellipse, south of
the script of inaugural activities
Right to Life Committee said orgaA torrent of dirt and mud slid that had begun
flippe
d
twice approximately 33 feet
diocese. "It is not a matter for the
the White House, also was to
last Wednesday.
nizers hoped to match last year's
before stopping on its top. Accordpoliticians to decide. It is a reli- from a nearby hill and buried Sharinclude speeches by Sen. Gordon J.
Later, Bush hosted a White
turnout of 50,000 people for what
ing to the report, Walker suffered
gious and moral issue already ora after the earthquake hit, Nas- House reception for inaugural orgaHumphrey, R-N.H., and Reps.
has become an annual reminder of
reddinov said.
cuts
to his head and face but
decid
ed
by
nizers
Rober
God.
t
"
K.
and
Dorna
then watch
n, R-Calif., and
the divisive issue:
-Everything is destroyed — all Bowl on' television ed the Super
refused ambulance service.
Christopher Smith, R-N.J.
with
members
In downtown Pittsburgh, about the homes, the schools,
The debate has taken on added
the hospi- of his family. After the game, he
After the rally the anti-abortion
1,200 pro-choice marchers joined a tals and clinics,
intensity this year, with a reconstithe stores," he called National Football
protestors planned a parade along
League
"March For Women's Lives.'
tuted Supreme Court considering a
said.
Consti
Commissioner Pete Rozelle and
tution
Avenu
e
to
Caitol
Hill,
They were met at the Allegheny
Missouri case with the potential to
Communications, electricity and invited the victorious San Franc
reversing the route taken just a few
County morgue by about 40 antiisresult .in significant changes in the
water
were disrupted and many co 49ers to visit the White House
days
earlie
r
by
the
newly
inaugurabortion marchers.
legal doctrine governing abortion.
.
injured were rushed to hospitals in
ated Bush.
The Murray Fire Department
The Washington protest capped a
The pro-chOice march was pre- Dushanbe and other large cities, he
In addition, a group calling itself
responded to two dumpster fires
series of demonstrations marking
ceded by a rally at which Eleanor said.
Rachel's Rescues said it planned a
over the weekend.
the 16th anniversary of the Roe vs.
Smeal, a former National Organiza"dire
ct-ac
tion"
effort
The first one was at 5:27 a.m.
to
preve
nt
Wade decision declaring that
Tass,
the
offici
al
Sovie
t
news
tion for Women president, said,
women from obtaining abortions.
Sunda
y at Shoemaker Seed Comwomen's privacy rights allow them
agenc
y, said the quake caused
The group declined to disclose the "Some people want to save their
pany
on
Old Concord Road. The
to make their own decisions on
"dest
ructi
on
and
casualties."
souls by spilling the blood of innolocation elf its planned effort.
fire was extingushed with booster.
abortion.
cent women. That isn't ChristianiPro- and anti-abortion protesters
"Small buildings made from
The second one was at noon
Thousands of anti-abortioh
ty.
It's
came
earth
hypoc
risy.
face-t
were hit especially hard,"
The
o-face
churc
h
on
has
Sunda
Sunda
y on the corner of 9th and
y in
demonstrators marched on Sunday
The
Callo
way
County School
no business dictating the policies Tass said. "The quake caused a
Sycam
ore.
in St. Paul, Minn., Little Rock, several cities.
It was also extinguished
of this country."
serious landslide, some two System has dismissed classes TuesMore than 500 opponents of
with
booste
r.
Ark., Allentown, Pa., Boston and
day
throu
gh Friday of this week,
abortion were met at a Planned
kilometers (1'/4 miles) long, from a
Burlington. VL, while large proaccor
ding
to
Johnn
y
Boha
nnon,
hill near the village."
Parenthood office in Burlington,
choice rallies were held in Pittsassistant superintendent.
Vt.,
by
40
pro
-choice
burgh. Los Angeles and Seattle.
Nasreddinov said the buildings
Bohannon said flu-related absendemonstrators.
destroyed were all one-story struc- tees reached approximnatcly 20
(Cont'd from page I)
tures made of brick. He said Soviet percent this morning.
Presi
Bob
with a 10-yard touchdown pass
dent
Roger
Mikha
s,
direct
il S. Gorbachev
or of student
Free government commodities
with 34 seconds remaining in the
will be distributed Thursday, Jan. called Tadzhikistan officials to services with the Murray City
National Football League champ26, at the county road department's promise help from the national School System, said the city
schools would review their situaionship game.
facilities on East Sycamore Street government.
tion on a day-to-day basis, noting
Wide receiver Jerry Rice, who
between the hours of 8 a.m. and
flu-related absentees in the city
caught 12 passes for 222 yards,
3:30 p.m.
schools were roughly 10 percent
both Super Bowl records, was
Anyone wishing to obtain these
this morning.
named the game's most valuable
items should bring proper identifiplayer.
cation. Persons picking up the
Throughout the city, thousands
items for another individual, must
Kenneth C. Imes, Murray, has
of fans lined streets and hung from
bring a signed note of authoriza- filed for the office of Property Valcar windows and the back of picktion, according to Calloway County uation Administrator, Billy J.
((ont'd from page I)
ups, blowing horns, waving banJudge-Executive George Weaks' Balentine has filed for the office of
ners
and yelling.
ory,
the
agenc
y's
execu
tive
direct
office.
or
constable of District No. 4 and
Marke
t Street, the city's major
and
chief
engineer.
Ronnie Gardner has filed for the
It is extremely necessary for office
Vicor
thoro
y
said
ughfa
his
re, was jammed for
Cinci
nnati-based
of Calloway County jailer,
residents to bring with them a bag accor
agency plans to examine the entire
nearly 10 blocks as fans drove up
ding to Marianna Stubblefield
or box for carrying the items, a and Ray
981-mile length of the Ohio River
and down, honking horns in
spokesperson for the program Count Courscy of the Calloway
within
celebr
the
next
ation.
few
years,
as
part
y Clerk's office.
stated.
of a program designed to control
The deadline is 4 p.m. today for
Emergency crews reported being
The USDA Emergency Food the four-year offices of coroner, levels of toxic substances in the swamped with calls about injuries.
"It's utter chaos in the city, and
Assistance Program is available to judge-executive, county clerk, river.
Officials of the agency say it has people are getting
all eligible recipients regardless or county attorney, sheriff, jailer,
hurt,
done similar sampling studies since medic Tina Hagop " said pararace, color, national orgin, sex or property valuation administrator
ian, as she
October 1987 in the Ohio from treated an uniden
and the four county magistrates.
handicap.
tified man on
Wheeling to Parkersburg, W.Va. Broadway for
bruises to the head
Results from that study are to be and leg.
released this spring, officials said.
Fireworks lit up the sky in the
The agency is conducting the
new sampling tests in cooperation largely Hispanic Mission District
with Pennsylvania and Ohio state as fans erupted into the streets
agencies, the U.S. Environmental immediately after the victory
Protection Agency, Army Corps of the Bengals.
Engineers and the Coast Guard.
"We stomped
The agency represents the feder- a barn," said them like ugs
William Bernhard,
al government and the Ohio Valley 21, on a
jammed Mission Street
states
of Illinois, Indiana, Kentuck- corner. "For the
Entire Line of Perms Reduced 33%
last five minutes,
y, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, it was like
having an electric eel
Now thru Feb. 14th
Virginia and West Virginia.
attached to your spine."
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Two one-car
accidents cited
over weekend
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Anti-abortion demonstrators
converge on the capital today

Fire department
answers calls

County schools
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Victory...

SAVE NOW!

More residents
file for offices

Chemicals...

•

Perms
for the
entire
family
now at
tremendous 0
savings!

Now 23"to 3900
The Styling Salon at
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
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TAX REFUND
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WHEN YOU CAN
GETYOUR MONEY FAST!
id Refund Program

It% a loan against your expected federal income
tax refund. Available whether H&R Block
prepares your tax retu or noL
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YOU GET THEM DIRTY—WE CLEAN THE
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We
wash, dry & fold

IT'S FAST!

JCPenney
Chottnut 11019•Murrey
Salon Mon -Fri 94
Kowa Saturday 94
Sunday 1-5

H&R BLOCK
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fy call H&R Block now.

Dixieland Shopping Center - 753-9204
Open 9-6 Weekdays; 9-5 Sat.
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The facts may be wrong, but th
e reality wasn't

It embarrasses me to admit this, but!
think the movie "Mississippi Burning" is a
terrific movie.
The reason I'm embarrassed is that
many deep-thinking pundits say it's a
terrible film. So do most civil rights
activists.
They don't like it because it doesn't
present the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth. And they're right; it
doesn't.
In case you haven't been following this
controversy, the movie is loosely based on
the murder of three young civil rights
workers in Mississippi in 1964.
The young men — two white, one black —
were murdered by Klansmen who didn't
think they should be encouraging Mississippi blacks to register to vote.
That part of the movie, the murders, is
reasonably accurate. So is the portrayal of
the killers and their red-necked sympathizers as a bunch of ignorant, sadistic, racist
terrorists. And so are the church-bombings,
the beatings and other violent acts that
were an almost daily event in the South
during those times.
So what's the gripe?

Basically, it's because the movie's
heroes are two dedicated FBI agents who
eventually solve the crime, using a combination of "Dirty Harry" muscle and "The
Sting" trickery.
The critics say the movie is dishonest,
even immoral, because everybody knows
that J. Edgar Hoover, the head of the FBI,
was a racist himself and loathed the civil
rights movement.
And they say it's wrong to make heroes
out of fictional FBI agents.
There are other complaints. But they boil
down to the fact that the movie is not a
factual documentary. Instead, it is an
action thriller that exploits a genuine
tragedy and monumental period in Amen-can history.
I can't argue. No, the movie isn't a
documentary. Yes, it weaves fiction with
fact. And J. Edgar was a louse.
But so what? I still think it's a fine
movie, and here are my reasons.
Most important, it shows the South as it
was in 1964. And for those who weren't
around 25 years ago, or were too young or
distracted to notice, the movie can be

lioyko
Says "
By
Mike Rovk()

educational. Such things can and did
happen in a supposedly civilized, lawabiding, God-fearing society.
The movie's violence, terror, bigotry and
ignorance are realistic. The beady-eyed
boobs had seized control of a big part of
this country. They were America's version
of the beer-hall thugs who followed Hitler
in Germany. Decent Southerners, and there
were many, feared speaking out. Those
who did could be clobbered, and many
were.
As Nick Von Hoffman wrote in "Mississippi Notebook," there was a special molecule in the air: fear. Everyone watched
and everyone was watched.
The movie brings this out. It might not be
factual, but it's realistic.

How do I know? I was in the South
during the great voting rights drive. Not in
Mississippi, but in Alabama, where clods of
the same breed were killing civil rights
workers, too.
Actually, I had spent about nine months
in Mississippi in the 1950s. So nothing that
happened in 1964 surprised me. I would
have been amazed if there hadn't been
bombings, beatings and murders.
What puzzles me most about the complainers is their demand that a movie be an
accurate recitation of the facts and only the
facts.
If they want facts, here's one. It is a fact
that making movies is a business. And
documentaries are not good business.
But if they insist on facts only on the
screen, they should get together with some
investors, come up with about $20 million,
make such a documentary and put it in the
theaters.
Then they should get their lawyers and
file for bankruptcy when the movie bombs
at the box office.
You don't go in a movie theater expecting to see and hear facts. The best you can

hope for is a sense of reality And that's
what "Mississippi Burning" provided.
So for those who are going to see the
movie, no, that's not how the murders were
solved.
But give the FBI some credit. Or tht
Justice Department or President Lyndor
Johnson. Despite J. Edgar Hoover's reluct
ance, the FBI did crack the case. It did sc
by offering a $30,000 reward for informa
tion, which an informer provided. Les'
dramatic, but the result was the same.
Actually, it's a bit ironic that so many
civil rights activists are panning the movie
for bending facts.
As I recall, Jesse Jackson didn't mind
mixing fiction with reality when he showed
up on TV in that blood-stained shirt the day
after Dr. Martin Luther King Jr was
murdered.
So, it didn't happen exactly as Jesse
described it. He wasn't the last person to
talk to Dr. King. Dr. King didn't anoint
him.
But, what the heck, it could have happened that way. And if there's ever a
movie about Jesse, rrirsItre it will.

Agree Or Not

Keener explained that he had "to
be very careful to protect these
people from each other" —that is,
to make sure one bidder did not get
wind of a competitor's proposal.
His point is well taken.
But it is difficult to understand
why any directors were present to
begin with. In the board's inaugural meeting Jan. 6, it and
Keener left the impression that
Keener alone would screen prospective contractors and present
their proposals to the full board.
That's how most relationships between administrators and policymaking bodies work.
The fact that the number of
directors in the Tuesday meeting
always was one under a legal
quorum did not look good from the
outside—nor did the fact that one
board member left as another
arrivdd.
Keener insisted that he and the
board were not attempting to avoid
media scrutiny. He noted that the
meeting could have been held
somewhere besides the Capitol if
they had been bent on keeping it a
Ten years ago
secret.
An average of S120.86 per 100 Robert Elberton and Nix Crawford.
He again makes a good point.
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so far suggests that Keener and the
Association.
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Martha Gay Crass and Mark dark fired tobacco on the Murray
informed decisions on starting and
Kevin Robison were married Dec. Market, according to Cecil Thuroperating the lottery. And he has
18 at First Christian Church, mond, publicity director for the
declared that the proposals will be
Murray.
made public when the board adlocal market.
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dresses them in open session.
Dr. H.C. Chiles spoke about
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But the lottery will sink or swim
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Donnie the Individual" at a meeting of the
on the public's perception of its inLinville, Jan. 16.
tegrity, even if the perception
Murray Rotary Club at Murray
doesn't quite match reality. To the
Murray High School Lady Tigers Woman's Club House. He was
people waiting to play the lottery,
and Tigers beat Calloway County introduced by Jess Sexton.
perception is reality.
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Dance Club arc Maurice Crass Sr.,
By S.C. Van Curon
and Ted Sloan
Squeaky clean.
Those two words seemed to echo
off the Capitol walls during the
special legislative session that
created a Kentucky lottery.
They were constantly used to
drive home the fact that a Kentucky lottery can be successful only if there is not the slightest
perception of .under-the-table,
behind-closed-doors shenanigans.
So eyebrows naturally were raised when lottery corporation President Frank Keener and members
of the lottery's board of directors
met in secret with prospective lottery vendors in the Capitol last
week.
One board member less than a
quorum was in the meeting, thus
exempting it from the state's Open
Meetings Law. It requires that any
meeting of a majority of members
of a public body, at which public
business is discussed, be open to
the
public (with certain
exceptions).
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Soccer group plans events

Parent group to meet Thursday
Compassionate Parent Support Group will meet Thursday, Jan. 26, at
7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center. "Physical Health" will be
the theme of the program. Lillian Robertson, coordinator, said "since we
are starting out our year being kind to ourself, it is important that we
- consider our health. Many people have problems with ulcers and stomach
complaints, insomnia, weight loss or gail, emotional problems, imbalance
with sugar, infections, body aches, increase in headaches. Let us have
questions and comments on things that have happened to us. We need to
be aware that usually within 6-12 months or later after a death, we can
expect some medical problems and it's good at that time to have a checkup." All parents who have lost a child or young adult through death are
invited to attend. For information call 753-3381.

CCHS committees to meet
The reunion committee of the,Calloway County High School Class of
1979 will meet Tuesday, Jan. 24, at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. The purpose is
to finalize plans for the 10-year reunion which is planned for June 24,
1989, at J.R.'s Executive Inn Riverfront, Paducah. All class members will
receive more information by mail at a later date. Anyone needing more
information now can contact Sheila McKenzie Boggess at 753-9468.

PAMI will meet Thursday
The Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill (PAAMI) will meet
Thursday, Jan. 26, at 7 p.m. in the Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. The group will hold a planning and business session in preparation
.for the coming year. PAAMI is a support group for the family members of
the mentally ill. For more information contact Ginny Park Hutson,
.1-442-7121.

All interested persons who wish to caravan to Memphis Storm Professional Soccer Game on Sunday, Jan. 29, should meet in Peggyly Wiggly
parking lot at 8:30 a.m. The game will start at 2 p.m. at the Memphis
Mid-South Coliseum. Admission will be S5 per person. Any Storm camp
soccer participants and regular soccer season players are encouraged to
wear their shirts to the game. For more information contact Aaron
McConnell at 753-8914. Also persons are reminded of Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association Spring Traveling Team registration to be at
the Old City Park office on Saturday, Jan. 28, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Sunday, Jan. 29, from 1 to 4 p.m., and Monday, Jan. 30, from 6 to 8 p.m.

Contest planned April 18
A piano and vocal contest will be sponsored by the Music Department
of the Murray Woman's Club. Participants must be in Grades 8 through
11 to be in the contest scheduled for Tuesday, April 18. For further information contact Laura Miller at 753-8345.

Singles will meet Tuesday
The Singles' Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Jan. 24, at 7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. Linda Kemp will be address the
group on the topic of "Taxes." She will answer questions following her
program to be geared to "Singles and Taxes." This is a nonprofit, nondenominational, apolitical support and social group for all single adults
whether always single, divorced or separated. For more information call
Pamela at 753-7638 or Paul at 753-7351.

LIONS' WIN AWARDS — In the top photo, Yancey Watkins, right,
international director of Lions Club International, presents the Lions'
International Table Flag Set to the Murray Lions Club. Accepting the
set is Willie Jackson, president of the Murray club. The set consists of
flags from each nation that has a Lions Club. In the bottom photo,
International Director Watkins, right, presents the club with the
International Presidential Certificate of Appreciation. Accepting the
certificate were, from left, Dr. C.C. Lowry, Joe Pat James and Arvin
Crafton, and not pictured, Codie Caldwell. The Murray club is scheduled to meet Tuesday, Jan. 24, at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House.

Book by late Dr. Ball
released by publisher
A book by the late Dr. Bertrand
Ball of the Department of Foreign
Languages at Murray State University was released by its publisher in
December 1988.
Titled Love and Nature, Unity
and Doubling in the Novels of
Maupassant." the book about 19th
century French writer Guy De
Maupassant was published by Peter
Lang Publishers.
The book was edited by Helen
H. Roulston, an assistant professor
,of English at Murray State. Ball, a
professor of French who joined the

faculty in 1969, had not edited his
work for publication at the time of
his death in August 1969.
A longtime friend and former
student of the author, Mrs. Roulston received permission from
Ball's widow to edit the manuscript, which includes analyses of
six novels by Maupassant.
In the text, Ball detailed a number of patterns developed by the
French author that show how characters are connected with each
other, with society and with nature.

JAYCEE EVENT — On the evening of Jan. 17, the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees held a membership night at Pagliai's as part of the
National Jaycee Week observance. Special guest speaker was Archie
Hicks, 56th president of the Kentucky Jaycees, pictured in center with
and tie.

suit
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Ladies Task Force to
award scholarship
The Rural Electric Cooperatives'
Ladies Task Force will award a
$300 scholarship this year to a
qualified Kentucky college student.
The award is open to any eligi-
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ble student whose family is served
by a rural electric cooperative.
To qualify, you must be a junior
at a Kentucky college or university
by the start of the 1989 fall term,
and you must be majoring in one of
the following subject areas: Communication, Agriculture, Home
Economics or Engineering.
To apply, you should fill out an
application form and return it to
your local co-op. All applieations
must be in by May 10.
The best candidates from each
cooperative will be reviewed by a
committee of the Rural Electric
Ladies Task Force and the winner
will be selected.
The Rural Electric Ladies Task
Force is made up of the wives of
rural electric cooperative directors,
managers and key employees. Its
goal is to further the public's
understanding and appreciation of
the rural electric program-.;
For more information contact
Sharon W. Howard between the
hours pf 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation office,
1218 West Broadway, Mayfield.
Ky. 42066.

Quality Dry Cleaning & Shirt Laundering

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 24, 1989

et

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You'll get much accomplished
around the house today. Meet with
bankers about loans for property
improvements. A talk with a child is
heart-Warming.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You may shop for some books
today. Thinking is on target regarding
domestic interests. Romance may
come unexpectedly. You'll enjoy an
upsurge in popularity.
SAGITTARIUS
GEMINI
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
de
(May 21 to June 20)
•
ifk
Originality is your keyword for
A
fast-breaking
investment
to
today.
chance
A
opportunity needs immediate action. do-your-own-thing
in
comes
Luck is with you in property interests. business. Mental awareness is keen
Clarify educational goals. Good news
and you express yourself to good
comes from afar.
•
advantage.
CANCER
CAPRICORN
(June 21 to July 22)
)
4E (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Judgment is very good about
Buying and selling are favored
financial interests today. Partners are
now. You'll be wanting to do
in agreement about the use of joint
something different in the way of
assets, You work very well together
entertainment today. Fun comes
now as a team.
through sports and games of skill.
LEO
AQUARIUS
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll meet with a new business
You'll be making some positive
opportunity today and also will have chionges
at home today. Money due
success with existing assignments. you could
come now. New
Heart-to-heart talks with close ties confidence
makes
you
are favored.
self-expressive and convincing in
VIRGO
argument.
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
PISCES '
i$0114P
Efficiency and excellence mark (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
sifte
your work performance today. You're
You have good insights into the
excited about an upcoming trip. motives of
others today. Begin
Relax now in an old familiar haunt. research projects and
catch up on
Enjoy leisure events.
letter writing.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
It's a day of achievement for you on
the job. Self-discipline and drive
bring you success. Income improves
now. Enjoy get-togethers with friends
and group activities tonight.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
interviews
with
Schedule
prospective employers and hold
important business talks now. A trip
away with the children may be in the
works. Advisers are quite helpful.

A

WILLIAM G. HART. M.O. AND JAMES C. HART JR., M.D.
ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THE ASSOCIATION OF
PETER

A.

RONEY. M.D.
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MHS Speech Team
wins at Lexin ton
The Murray High School Speech
Laramie Simpson placed second
Team won first place sweepstakes in dramatic interpretation;
honors at the . Lexington Catholic
Jody Borge placed second in
Invitational at Lexinfton on Sat-pr- humorous interpretation and third
siilo acting;
14, Jafi. *18. *
William Beale placed third in
• To place first, the Murray team
scored 76 points while second storytelling;
Melanie Julian, Jennifer Fairplace Rowan County totaled 74
points and third place Tales Creek banks, Allison Ward, Karen Mikulcik, Laramie Simpson, Daniel
tallied 58 points.
Individuals who placed for Mur- Cohen and James Chu also made
the final round of competition.
ray were the following:
Murray students will host the
David Vaughan and Melanie
Julian placed first in duo acting; annual Nathan B. Stubblefield InviDawn Greer placed first in tational this weekend, Jan. 28, at
• the high school building.
extemporaneous speaking;

Local Chapter of AARP will
meet at library on Tuesday
The Kentucky Lake/Murray
Chapter of the American Associalion of Retired Persons is entering
its second year of organization.
AARP was founded in 1958,
whose motto is "To serve not to be
served."
The purposes of AARP are:
To enhance the quality of life for
older persons; to promote independence, dignity and purpose for older persons; to lead in determining
the role and place of older persons
in society; and to improve the
image of aging.
Membership is open to any individual 55 years ore older who is
interested in the goals and objectives of this association.
National and local members are
entitled to a broad range of benefits
and services, including: Modern
Maturity magazine and the "AARP

News Bulletin; free booklets on
important retirement subjects; educational programs and services, eligibility for group health insurance;
hotel, motel and rental car discounts; and a motoring plan espedaily designed and priced for
members.
The local chapter has attempted
to have programs this past year that
are interesting and informative to
the members.
S. Jack Gardner will speak abvout "The Catastropic Insurance"
which went into effect on Jan. 1,
1989, at the next chapter meeting
on Tuesday, Jan. 24, at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
The public is invited to attend
and national members a AARP are
eligible to join this group, according to Marjorie Shroat Dunn,
president.

Daniel serves on review team
Dr. Robert Daniel, associate professor in the Department of Biological Sciences at Murray State University, recently served on the
grant proposal review team for the
American Heart Association at a
meeting in Louisville.
The grant proposals, submitted
by scholars nationwide, were
divided into subgroups for review.
Daniel served as primary reviewer
for several proposals.

"I was pleased to work with the
American Heart Association on this
project," the professor said. It was
a great opportunity to see some of
the areas that researchers are focusing on concerning the heart."
A member of the Murray State
faculty since 1964, Daniel serves
as the adviser for the university's
pre-pharmacy students. He earned
the B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees at
the University of Alabama.

IN THE PRACTICE OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

HART OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES, PSC

One HOUR
cLeaneRs
Two Drive-1n
Locations
Central Center 753-9525
715 So. 12th St.
759-4130
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will be closed Wed., Jan. 25
to prepare for their annual

LIQUIDATION SALE!!!
*Sale Starts Thursday, Jan. 26 at 9 a.m.!
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Community events are listed
Monday, Jan. 23
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at Masonic Lodge,
Benton, at 8 p.m. For information
call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764
or 753-7663.
Murray State University Lady
Racers will play Tennessee Tech at
5:15 p.m. followed by Racers and
Tennessee Tech at 7:30 p.m. in
Racer Arena.
Local Chapter of NAACP will
meet at 7 p.m. at Willis Community Center.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Children's activities will be at 6
p.m. in gym of Elm Grove Baptist
Church.
High School Girls of Glendale
Road Church of Christ will meet at
6:30 p.m. at home of Denise
Steele.
Tuesday, Jan. 24
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Mothers'
Morning Out at 9 a.m. and
Evangelism Committee at 7 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; CARE at 6:30 p.m.
AARP Safe Driving Course will
be at 8:30 a.m. in Fellowship Hall
of First Christian Church.
PACA (parents against child
abandonment) will meet at 12 noon
at Pagliai's.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will inclue Handbells at 11
a.m. and Eva Wall Circle of Baptist
Women at 2 p.m.
Ladies Bible Class of University
Church of Christ will meet at 9:30
a.m. at church.
Murray tieftS Club -wilt- meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
House.

Tuesday, Jan. 24
meet at 9.30 am. at PADD office,
Mayfield.

Tuesday, Jan. 24
(AARP) will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public Library.

Alzhemiers Disease Support
Group meeting will be at 4:30 p.m.
in board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Wednesday, Jan. 25
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Kirks Store at Paris Landing
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Hamlin
Postoffice from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Blood pressure checks, pulse and
diabetes screenings, and Occult
Blood Screening kits will be
offered.

Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in chapel of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.

Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at Dixieland Shopping Center,
Murray, from 12:30 to 3 p.m.
Blood pressure checks, pulse and
diabetes screeniuns and Occult
Blood Screening kits will be
offered.
Ladies' Day Bridge with Shirley
Wade as hostess is scheduled at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.

Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.

Events at Calloway Public
Library include Parents and Twos
at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens' Advisory Council will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at office at Main
and Broach Streets.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m. and Youth
Club at 5 p.m.

A Social Security representative
will be at Calloway Public Library
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Events at
Church will
Bible Study,
sion Friends

Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc.,
meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 West South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
Calloway County High School
Lakers will play a basketball game
at Heath.
Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity boys will host basketball
games with Carlisle County at 6
p.m. The Band will perform.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
Guest Trombonist Carsten
Svanberg of Denmark will present
a recital.and workshop at 410
in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.

Elm Grove Baptist
include Mid-Week
RAs, GAs and Misat 7 p.m.

Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 4:45
p.m. and Choir rehearsal at 6:30
p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at j9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper and Youth
Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Children's
Choirs and Klaymata Fellowship at
6:30 p.m.; Beginners' Sign Language Class at 7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Kay Bates, mezzo-soprano, with
Marie Taylor as pianist, will present a voice recital at 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission is free.

Final Winter
Mark Down
$10, $15,
$20, $25
Racks

Mademoiselle

Shop

CHICAGO (AP)- A Roosevelt
University graduate just wanted
students to have fun. And he left
S2.75 million to make sure.
"What a guy," said Jeff Rosenberg, 24, a senior majoring in
sociology. "They should use it to
hold cheap concerts with good
groups. Nothing big - a reunion
of (rock group) Led Zeppelin or
something like that."
Hollywood agent Marvin Moss,
59, died of cancer in 1986 in Los
Angeles. He left the bulk of his
estate to Roosevelt, saying the
money should be spent only on
social and recreational amenities
because "as a city-type school. I
never felt students socialized as
much as they might have."
On Wednesday, some of the
6,000 students at the private, liberal arts school offered some ideas
for spending the gift, which officials said was the largest in the
school's 43-year history.
Moss' gift will pay for a gymnasium and fitness center and renovatations to student lounges, said
Roosevelt President Theodore

Wednesday, Jan. 25
at 4 p.m.; super dinner at 5:30
p.m.; Adult class with Dr. Buchanan at 6:20 p.m.; Bazaar Workshop
at 6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir practice at 7:30 p.m.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.
RCIA (Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults) will meet at 7:30
p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church,

Wayne is married
PHOENIX (AP)- Patrick Wayne, son of the late John Wayne,
married Kyriaki Kokkodi in a private ceremony in the chambers of a
Maricopa County Superior Court
judge.
.The couple took out a marriage
license Jan. 17, Judge Stanley
Goodfarb said. They' were married
with two of the judge's staff serving as witnesses, he added.

Gross. About $400,000 will be set
aside to create a student activities
fund, Gross said.
Some students said the funds
were needed to add enthusiasm to
student gatherings.
"They should have parties at
nice hotels and get a DJ who
knows how to play really good
music," said Beatrice Franklin, a
junior studying biology.
"We need better food," Daryl
McLaurine, 21, said, patting his
stomach. "I like food."
Moss represented actress Shirley'
MacLaine, the late actor Desi
Arnaz and John Avildsen, who
directed the movie "Rocky." He
graduated in 1948 from Roosevelt
with a degree in commerce.
Roosevelt has received S2.25
million and expects to get the
remaining S500,000 in about a
year, said Robert Shepard, vice
president for development.
He also left 5,20,000 for a black tie party for 'his friends and business associates in Beverly Hills.
Calif., said Susan A'hyberd.

Radio Shack-The Largest Consumer
Electronics Retailer in the USA!

GIGANTIC
ELECTRONICS
Keep Track of Data and Prepare
Reports With Ease

Save
$64895

Low As $40 Per Month.

Fits in briefcase-only
wide! #'7

Reg. Separate

Includes
Colo, Monitor
and
Top Rated
(MA Software

Items 1847.95

119900
Low As S60 Per Month.

025-1600/1043/1281
Get 80286 PC-compatible power with versatile
CMA software (mfr sugg. retail S349.00) With
CM-5 color monitor. 3'/?" drive. 640K RAM

New Doctors Discovery

Weight Loss Pill
Approved for
U.S.Gov't.Patent

Search tuning, digital
display, 12
presets
#31-3003

Reg.
349.95
100 watts per channel mtrumum rms
ftto 0 owns from 20-29100
with no mere tRon 0 We THO

O&A Database/Word Processor
,
Create custom files, then type quest,n
In plain English Prints reports. too
J&A'TM S"-arrec Corp

Tandy 1400 LT Laptop Computer

Save $500
Save 80

169"
,m,seholewctsiopnrsogRraem motei

Tandy
1400 LT

129900
Reg. 1799.00

Music calendar

#42-5010

Low As 565 Per Month •

• Highly Legible
Supertwist Display
• Dual 3i/2" Disk Drives

Hi-Power AM/FM Car Cassette

Runs PC-compatible software 768K RAM includes rechargeable battery pack #25-3500

Save s50

.-,ebsoillik_40700
HALF
IU I
PRICE!
Daisy Wheel Printer Slashed '498

Low As 525 Per Month •

88 catalog Price 3995.00
.
t"",----T----------MS-DOS' compatible #26.80I
Tractor Feed. Save $30. Reg 149 95 26-2801
Sale 119.95
'.' -

10-Band Equalizer
Dual-Cassette
Save
11111111M
$60 INN

Reg. 59.95
Dioital ready' 51/4'.
1 708

'

Reg. 179.95
Hi-speed
dubbing
Dolby*
B-C NR
#14-649

Hurry! Values Good Thru 1131
VCR With Digital Effects

Save
$150
alk

Picture-in-picture.
noiseless freezeframe, on-screen
programming HO
VHS rr16-651

11995

Reg. 129.95
Spectrum analyzer
#31-2020

Low As $15
Per Morth.

200 Ch. Programmable Scanner

Save 49095
Reg
s130 I

'88 Catalog
Price 499.95

34995
LOY. As $18 Per Month.

Low As $15 Per Month • 329.95
Covers 23,684 frequencies #20-113

Microcassette
Tape Recorder
20% Off
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Telephone
Cut 40%

Beeperless" Phone Answerer

Save
$30

Winter Fashions
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Graduate leaves fun money

Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club Bowling

'Lazy Way' to Lose Weight
Already Sweeping U.S.
BEVERLY HILLS. CA (Special)An amazing new weight loss pill called
"fat-magnet" has recently been developed and perfected by two prominent
Exocutive Board of Murray
doctors at a world famous hospital in
Christian Women's Club will meet
Los Angeles that reportedly "guaranat 9:35 a.m. in annex of Calloway
Senior Citizens' Tuesday Bowl- tees" you steady fat loss and calorie
Public Library.
ing League will play at 1:30 p.m. reduction by simply taking their tested
and proven new pill.
Singles' Organizational Society at Corvette Lanes.
The U.S. government hasjust approved the doctors claims for a hard-to-get
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Reunion committees of Calloway
patent that confirms "there has never
Commerce building. For informa- County High School Class of 1979
tion call Pamela at 753-7638 or will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Pagliai's. been anything like their fat-bonding pill
process before." It is a totally new major
Paul at 753-7351.
For information call 753-9468.
scientific breakthrough and is revolutionizing the weight loss industry.
Aging Committee of Purchase
You Can "Eat Normally"
Local Chapter of American
Area Development District will
Best of all. "you can continue to
Association of Retired Persons
eat your favorite foods and you don't
have to change your normal eating
habits. You can start losing fat and
reduce calories from the very first day,
until you achieve the ideal weight you
desire without exercising". •
Flushes Fat Out of Body
The new pill is appropriately called
the "fat-magnet" pill because it breaks
into thousands of particlgs. each acting
like a tiny magnet, "At-acting" and
trapping many times its size in undigested fat particles. Then,all the trapped
fat and calories are naturally "flushed'
right out tit. your body because they
cannot be absorbed.
Within 2 days you should notice a
change in the color ofyour stool,caused
by the fat particles being eliminated
"Automatically" Lose Fat
According to one ofthe inventors, Dr.
William Shell, heart specialist and
associate professor of medicine at
UCLA medical school, "the new fatbonding process is a "lazy way" to lose
weight because the pills alone
"automatically" reduce calories by
eliminating dietary fat. It is 100% safe
and not a drug.The fat-magnet pills are already
sweeping the country with glowing
reports of weight loss from formerly
overweight people in all walks of life
who are now slimmer, trimrper and
more attractive again.
Now Available to the Public
If you are trying to lose 20. 50, IOU
pounds or more, you can order your
supply of these "no-risk- highly successful fat-magnet pills directly from the
doctors'Ixclusive manufacturer only
(includeRioptional calorie-reduction
plan for even better results). Send $20
for a 90 pill supply(+$3 handling), or
$35for a 180 pill supply(+S3handling),
to: Fat-Magnet, 9016 Wilshire Blvd.,
Dept. WH26, Beverly Hills, CA 90211.
(Unconditional money-back guarantee if not 100% satisfied.) Visa,
MasterCard and American Express
OK.(Send card number, expire date,
Court Square
Murray
and signature.) For fastest service for
credit card orders ONLY call anytime
753-3882
24 hours, toll free 1(00) 527-9700,
M 1419
ext. WH26
Dick Jackson's class in Beginning Drawing and Painting will
resume at 2 p.m. at Murray Art
Guild.
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Racers glad to be back Taylor-made catch
lifts 49ers to victory
in The Pit;' host Tech
SUPER BOWL
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Lodger & TIonoo Sports WrItot

=1:1111
After taking two of their first three Ohio Valley Conference games, all
on the road, the Murray State Racers return home to the friendly confines
of Racer Arena hoping to add to a three-game winning streak.
After dropping the conference opener at Austin Peay, Steve Newton's
ball club has bounced back to outlast Lamar, whip Morehead and strangle
Eastern Kentucky, putting themselves within one game of the top of the
conference.
The 10-6 Racers will face preseason third-place pick Tennessee Tech
tonight at 7:30 in "The Pit", where MSU is 5-1 this season. The Racers
have put together a 50-6 mark against the Golden Eagles in Murray.
At 5:15, the Lady Racers take on Tennessee Tech's 10-3 Golden
Eaglettes, the preseason OVC favorites. Coach Bud Childers' Lady Racers are 11-4 after a one-point win over Western Kentucky University at
Murray State Thursday night.
The Tech Eagles were excepted to be much improved over last year's
12-16 club, with five Starters and 12 letterman returning. But after i shaky
start, coach Tom Deaton stepped down and handed over the head coaching duties to longtime assistant Frank Harrell. Harrell is 4-6 since taking
over on Dec. 10. Tech is 6-10 overall, 1-2 in the OVC after losing to
Austin Peay in Clarksville Saturday night.
"We're happy to be here," Newton said as the Racers prepare to enter
the home half of their OVC agenda. "We went on the road and we did a
nice job at Morehead State and at Eastern Kentucky, especially with our
intensity and our defense."
"Murray's about where they were at this time last year," Maffei! said.
"They lost to Austin Peay at the beginning of the season instead of in the
middle. When it comes tournament time they're going to be ready."
"We're coming together as a team," the usually cautious Newton admitted. "I think we've got our system down, and our chemistry is really starting to develop."
The last two Racer wins have been impressive. At Morehead, where
Austin Peay was to trip up two nights later, the Racers kept the Eagles
scoreless for a 7:46 stretch in the first half, while holding the Ealges to 17
first half points. At Eastern two nights later, Murray State held the Colonels to just 12 points in the first half.
The Racer defensive surge was due in large part to the improved play
of defensive catalyst Paul King. King kept the opposition's top scorers at
bay last weekend. His formidable opponent this weekend is Earl Wise.
Wise, generally considered the second-best player in the OVC behind
MSU's Jeff Martin, entered the Peay game averaging 21.8 points a contest, and pulling down 7.6 rebounds a game.
"He's a very, very capable 'three' man who does everything you want
out of a basketball player," Newton said.
Senior point guard Anthony Avery gives Newton some worries as does
Milos Babic, the 7-0 Tech center averaging 13.1 a game.
Harrell has some worries of his own. The Jeff Martin Problem.
Martin is currently pitching in 24.9 points a game, ninth in the nation.
He's.drilling 55 percent of his shots from both the field and from 3-point
land.
(Cont'd on page 7)

UK pulls together
to upset Tennessee
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Wildcats improved to 9-9,
4-2 in the SEC. Tennessee fell to
Kentucky, stung by two straight
Southeastern Conference losses.
12-3 and 5-1 in the conference.
pulled itself together and used a
"I want to congratulate Coach
controlled, deliberate offense and
Sutton in doing a fine job," said
stingy defense to hand No. 18 TenTennessee coach Don DeVoe.
nessee its first SEC loss of the sea"Kentucky is a good team and
son, 66-65.
Coach Sutton will keep them in the
"I thought we controlled the (SEC) race."
tempo, and that was a big key,"
The Wildcats got 12 points from
Kentucky coach Eddie Sutton said
LeRon Ellis and 11 from Chris
Saturday. "We made them play
Mills.
slower than they wanted."
Deron Feldhaus scored just six
The Wildcats stymied Tennespoints, but hit two free throws with
see's offense, holding the Vols to
12 seconds left to put the Wildcats
just 30 percent shooting from the
ahead 66-62.
field — 18 of 60 — and their lowGreg Bell led Tennessee with 22
est offensive output of the season.
points, including a 3-pointer at the
The Vols were averaging nearly 90
buzzer that narrowed the final
points a game before Saturday's
margin.
contest.
Kentucky's sagging defenses
On the other end, the Wildcats
limited Dyron Nix, Tennessee's
made the most of their offensive
leading scorer at 23.6 points a
opportunities, hitting 24 of 39 shots
game, to just 14 points and only
from the field for 61.5 percent.
two baskets. Nix was 10 of 12 from
Derrick Miller led Kentucky with
the foul line.
23 points.
"One of the keys was being able
"This is Tennessee's big game."
to change defenses and keep the
Sutton said. "You get that feeling
ball away from Nix," Sutton said.
every time you come here to play.
Kentucky led by as many as nine
But we held our poise and had it
points, 45-36, in the second half.
when we needed it."
Tennessee came back to tie it at 49
Kentucky's performance — the on two free throws by Nix but
Wildcats never trailed in the sec- could not take the lead.
ond half — helped nullify a crowd
"They forced us into several turof 24,464, the largest ever to see an novers, but we held our poise when
SEC game.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Track and field

Diane Woodside wins triple
jump at Illinois Invitational
The Murray State Racer and Lady Racer track teams were in action
this weekend as they battled in the Illinois Invitational in Champaign,
Heath Weimier was the only Racer to finish in the top three, as he
finished third in the 400 meter run with a time of 53.69.
Meanwhile, the Lady Racers had seven finishes in the top three,
paced by Diane Woodside. Woodside took home first place honors in
the triple jump, with a leap of 12.18 meters, a new facility record. She
,also finished third in the long jump, with a jump of 18 feet, 7 1/4.
The Lady Racer 4X440 relay team of Molly Pochline, Melanie Denham. Kathy Mueller, and Jackie Murzynowski finished on top with a
time of 3:58.53. Murzynowski also finished first in the mile run, with a
run of 5:09. Two Lady Racers finished in the top three in the 800
meter run, with Nina Funclerburk finishing second with a time of
2:18.52, and Val.Vowser finishing third at 2:18.56. Amy Anderson finished second in the high jump for the Lady Racers with a leap of five
feet, 6 1/2 inches,
Both teams return to action this weekend. The women travel to Columbia, Mo. to battle in the University of Missouri Invitational, while
the men split their squad, one group traveling to Jonesboro, Ark., to
run in the Arkansas State Invitational, while the other takes part in the
Eastman Kodak Invitational in Johnson City, Tenn.

49ers 20, Bengals 16
MIAMI (AP) - Jerry Rice had
caught 11 passes for 215 yards.
John Taylor had dropped the only
ball thrown to him.
Who would the 49ers, or anyone
else, look for with the game on the
line?
"Who would you throw it to?"
Taylor asked Sunday after making
his only reception of the Super
Bowl a 10-yarder for the decisive
touchdown. "J.R. is the best in the
game, he was making all the big
plays.
"But I wanted it. I dropped that
one. I messed up and I had to make
up for it."
So Taylor split between Cincinnati's safeties in the end zone and
Joe Montana, who completed eight
of nine passes on the winning drive
that covered 92 yards, saw him.
"The halfback (Roger Craig)
was the primary, but Joe found me
open," said Taylor, who made the
Pro Bowl as a punt returner but had
just 14 receptions and two touchdowns all season. "Everybody in
the place probably was looking at
Jerry, not me. I had a chance earlier and missed that simple out.
"I had said if I get another
chance. I'll come up and go from
there. All I wanted to do when Joe
threw it was catch it and make sure
I was in the end zone. Otherwise,
my mind was blank."
The rest of him, particularly his
hands and eyes, were working.
Suddenly, Taylor was a Super
Bowl hero.
Not bad for a former college
walk-on at little Delaware State
who missed the first four games
this season under suspension for
substance abuse.
"When I came back. I just
wanted to keep going the way I
left," Taylor said. "1 always knew
I. could play when I get the
--charm"
He began getting the chance in
December, when he became a starter. But Taylor rarely has been or
will be the focus of an offense that
includes Rice and Craig.
"Winning like this makes that
easy (to accept)," he said. "This is
probably the biggest thing that's
ever happened in my life."
Before his winning catch with 34
seconds to go, Taylor had been a
non-factor. Not even a Super Bowlrecord, 45-yard punt return in the
second quarter helped much —
Craig fumbled three plays later.
Taylor actually had botched Lee
Johnson's kick, which went 63
yards, another game record. Taylor
picked it uptat the 9, cut past two
tacklers and sped up the right sideline to the Cincinnati 46.
"We saw how Buffalo put itself
in a hole all game in the AFC
(Championship) by letting his
punts roll deep in their end," said
Taylor, who led the NFL with a
12.6-yard punt return average.
(Cont'd on page 7)

San Francisco 49ers' wide receiver Jerry Rice was
named MVP of Super Bowl XXIII, but it was
teammate John Taylor's catch with 34 seconds left

that lifted the 49ers over Cincinnati 20-16 in one
of the closest Super Bowl finishes ever.

49ers stare down defeat, claim decade
MIAMI (AP) — Ten years of dealing with deadlines, pushing aside pressure and certifying their
greatness had prepared the San Francisco 49ers for
this. In ,the best of all Super Bowl finishes, they
claimed the 1980s as their decade.
They had Joe Montana and Jerry Rice and Roger
Craig, the usual stars, and John Taylor, an unexpected hero. They had the poise, resourcefulness and
guts to stare down defeat, drive 92 yards in less than
three minutes and snatch Sunday's NFL championship from the Cincinnati Bengals, 20-16.
Ultimately, they had earned the label "Team of
the Decade," with their third Super Bowl crown of
the '80s.
''We battled through great odds tonight to win the

game,' said Bill Walsh, who hedged after the game
on whether he would retire as 49ers coach. "It's a
culmination of years of hard work and a quarterback
who is one of the greatest of all time."
Montana and Rice, who was named Most Valuable
Player with 11 catches for a record 215 yards, engineered the magnificent march. Taylor culminated it
with his only reception, a 10-yarder for the winning
touchdown with 34 seconds left.
Montana completed eight of nine passes on the
drive,through a Bengals defense that had not folded
down the stretch of any game this season.
"It's got to be one of our best," said Montana,
who added yet another jewel to his sparkling 10-year
(Cont'd on page 7)

College basketball

outlast Georgia Tech in two OTs
By The Associated Press
Against Georgia Tech, Illinois
played its worst first half of the
Illinois coach Lou Henson
knows the pitfalls of being No. 1, a season, trailing by 14 points at
ranking the Illini are expected to halftime. But led by Kenny Battle's
assume when this week's Asso- 25 points and a strong defense, the
ciated Press college basketball.poll Illini rallied in the second half,
is tabulated. All he has to do is then crushed Georgia Tech 21-10
in the second overtime.
look at Duke.
"I think being No. 1 will make
"We knew we came out the first
it harder for us to win the Big half and didn't play like we
Ten," Henson said. "Everyone should," guard Steve Bardo said.
will be shooting at us. We have a "We never thought we were out of
long way to go."
the game."
The Illini needed two overtimes
In other Top Twenty games Sunto outlast Georgia Tech 103-92 day, it was No. 4 Louisville 92,
Sunday and improve their record to No. 10 Nivada-Las Vegas 72 and
17-0 — the best in the country and No. 12 Scton Hall 108, New
the fastest start ever for an Illinois Hampshire College 67.
team.
In Top Twenty games Saturday,
"It's nice because I think it's a Wake Forest tripped up Duke
reward for all the work we've put 75-75, No. 6 Michigan fell to Wisin this year," Illini junior Steve consin 71-68, and Kentucky
Bardo said of the anticipated No. 1 downed No. 18 Tennessee 66-65.
ranking. "We're happy, but we're
In other games Saturday, it was
not going to dwell on ii''
No. 5 Oklahoma 109, Iowa State
The Illini shouldn't.
100 in overtime; No. -7 Iowa 67,
Duke is currently in the top spot Purdue 66; No. 8 Missouri 105,
and certain to be replaced.. The Oklahoma State 83; and No. 9
Blue Devils suffered their first two Arizona 75, Villanova 67.
losses of the season last week, fallAlso, No. 11 Syracuse 99, Notre
ing to No. 13 North Carolina and Dame 87; No. 13 North Carolina
Wake Forest. The next Associated 84, North Carolina State 81; fvlo. 14
Press poll is due out tonight.
Florida State 95, Cincinnati 80; No.

17 Kansas 89, Colorado 74; No. 19
Indiana 75, Michigan State 60; and
No. 20 Stanford 84, UCLA 75.
Everything wasn't positive for
Illinois Sunday, though, with junior
guard Kendall Gill suffering a broken bone in his foot near the end of
regulation time and is expected to
be out of action for seven weeks.
Bardo put Illinois ahead 70-69
with a 3-pointer with 3:22 left in
regulation, but Georgia Tech's
Tom Hammonds tied it 74-74 with
30 seconds left. Bardo kept Illinois
in the game, hitting four consecu-

tive free throws to tie it 82-82 and
force the second overtime.
Illinois wrapped it up with a
15-2 burst in the second overtime,
taking a 97-84 lead with 1:23 left.
Gill had 19 points for Illinois,
Nick Anderson 18 and Bardo 16.
Georgia Tech, 11-5, got 29 points
from Dennis Scott and 20 from
Hammonds.
"We just ran out of gas," Georgia Tech coach Bobby Cremps
said. "I feel terrible right now
because we had a chance to win
it."

'Big man'lifts Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville got plenty from a big
player who hadn't given it much.
Nevada-Las Vegas lost the little
man who means so much to its
pressure defense.
Sunday's Top Ten confrontation
came down to those two factors
and No. 4 Louisville beat the 10thranked Runnin' Rebels 92-74
before a record crowd of 19,632 at
Freedom Hall.
Felton Spencer, the biggest player on the Louisville roster but not

the big man the Cardinals usually
turn to, had 12 points in 19 minutes
and his nine first-half points were
the key as Louisville took a 46-24
halftime lead.
"I just try to follow Coach
(Denny) Crum's philosophy of
when you come in think defense,
rebounding and running," said the
7-foot junior who entered the game
averaging 7.6 points per game.
"We )(hew they would be physical
and come at us hard and we just
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Racers glad to be back...
'4
((ont'd from pace 6)
"You're not going to shut Martin down," Harrell said. "You just hope
you get him on an off night, and keep him from getting a lot of opportunities. But he's very good without the basketball."
Harrell's club is also going to have to fight the fatigue factor. While the
Golden Eagles were battling the notoriously physical Governors, the Racers were spending a nice, leisurely Saturday night idle.
"Saturday, the game was very physical," Harrell said. "Murray's more
of an execution-type team."
One thing that could help "execute" Tech is Racer Arena.
"We hope our student body and University community will come out
and be our sixth man," Newton said.

three, four games," said Crum,
whose Cardinals improved to 13-2
after starting the season with two
losses. "It's hard for him against a
team this quick because quickness
is not one of his strengths. He
shoots his free throws well and he
can rebound."

As usual, Pervis Ellison was the
main man for the Cardinals, scoring 28 points on 10-for-11 shooting
from the field.
"We always try to get the ball to
Pervis," Crum said. "When you
have a player with that ability
there's something wrong if the per-

49ers 20

Bengals 16

49ers stare down defeat...
(Cont'd from page 6)
career. In that span, Montana has led the 49ers to
three Super Bowl victories in as many tries. "In the
situation in this type of game, being down by a field
goal and to come back and win it, that way has got to
rank right up there."
It does. In 22 previous Super Bowls, no team had
staged such a reversal in the dying moments. The
49ers' turnaround Sunday was as dramatic as they
come.

And it provided a crushing ending to Cincinnati's
own turnaround, in which the Bengals went from
4-11 and racked by dissension in 1987 to the best
record in the NFL. And to 34 seconds from their first
Super Bowl championship.
"All of us are devastated," defensive end Jason
Buck said. "We know it's possible we'll never get
another chance, never get this close again."
The Bengals were so close that, after Jim Breech's
third field goal gave them a 16-13 lead, some of
them felt secure.
"I did feel like we had it won," cornerback Eric
Thomas said, "because of the way the defense played all year. On the last drive of every game, we
would get alert out of there and make sure we catne
out with a win.
"But Joe Montana showed great leadership and
Jerry Rice asserted himself as a great, great
receiver."
Taking over at their 8, the 49ers staged the most
—memorable_ march the Super Bow-khas
catches of 7, 17 and 27 to set up the decisive
touchdown.
But it was not Rice who scored it.
"Who would you throw it to?" said Taylor, who
had dropped the only pass sent his way. "J.R. is the
best in the game, he was making all the big plays.
-But I wanted it. I dropped that one. I messed up
and I had to make up for it."
He did. Splitting the coverage of Cincinnati's safeties in the end zone, Taylor got free, Montana spotted him and completed his 23rd pass in 36 attempts,
finishing with a record 357 yards.
"We were going to score a touchdown even if we
had to throw Joe through the air 10 yardsto blow a
19-yard field goal, the shortest miss in Super Bowl
history. He also had two key penalties.
But he had Montana taking the snaps.
"You don't want anyone who's ever played on a
big drive, other than him," Cross said. "He's as cool
and composed and handles situations like the last
drive better than anyone who plays this game. Those
who think he might have a peer might have to
reconsider."
The 49crs certainly have no peers in this decade,
the age of parity. Not only have they won three Super Bowls, they've been in the playoffs six consecutive years.
"We got beat by maybe the greatest team that's
ever played in the NFL, if you take them throughout
the 1980s," said Bengals receiver Cris Collinsworth,
- who also felt the bitterness of falling short against
San Francisco in 1982.
They didn't fall short by much, even though their
top-ranked offense sputtered for the last 10 quarters
of the playoffs. Cincinnati's attack, in which the nohuddle barely played a part Sunday, did not get into

the end zone, allowed a season-high five sacks and
managed just 226 yards in total offense. Only once,
in a 41-6 rout at the hands of the Houston Oilers,
were the Bengals so anemic.
Yet, they almost won. Breech had field goals of
34, 43 and 40 yards. Stanford Jennings streaked 93
yards with a kickoff with 34 seconds remaining in
the third period after Cofer had kicked his second
field goal, a 32-yarder that, tied the game 6-6.
It was 3-3 at the half, the first halftime tie in a
Super Bowl.
"There was nothing wrong happening on
offense,- Bengals coach Sam Wyche said. "Our
guys made a winning effort. I was disappointed for
our team in that we didn't win. But I'm not disappointed in the way we played."
The defense played superbly until the final drive,
even though its star, All-Pro nose tackle Tim Krumre, broke both major bones in his left leg in the first
quarter. Pro Bowl safety David Fulcher was the best
player on the fielti until Rice began to sizzle.
"Timmy is an ironman," said David Grant, who
replaced Krumrie and played well. "If there is any
way to play with a broken leg, he's the guy who will
do it."
San Francisco lost left tackle Steve Wallace to a
broken left leg earlier in the opening period.
The Bengals also played without running back
Stanley Wilson, who was suspended Sunday morning
for substance abuse. It was the third time Wilson has
teen- - sidettecrtry- su-th provems.
Ironically, Taylor missed the first four games this
season for the same reason. He came back to lead the
NFL in punt returns, and his 45-yarder Sunday was a
Super Bowl record. Then he capped San Francisco's
comeback against Cincinnati.
-This is probably the biggest thing that's ever
happened in my life," Taylor said.
Two months ago, not many 49ers would have
envisioned a championship and the S36,000 winner's
share that goes with it.
"We were really down when we were 6-5," Rice
said. "But we got it going against.- Washington
(37-21) and never really stopped."
Rice, who tied a record with six postseason touchdowns, caught a 14-yarder earlier in the fourth quarter for a 13-13 tie. In the second half, he couldn't be
stopped, catching eight -passes for 157 yards.
That certainly quieted the Cincinnati defensive
backs, who all week talked confidently of silencing
Rice.
"There's no question we're impressed,- Thomas
said. "Any time someone catches 11 passes for
200-something yards, you've got to be impressed."
Walsh wants people to be impressed with these
Niners on their own, not just as part of the dynasty.
"It's been up and down for us," he said. "But as
far as being world champions. I want to remind
everybody that this team stands on its own and not as
one of three 49ers teams who have won it all."
It stands as the punctuation mark on a decade of
excellence.
"We did make it here with three different teams,"
Walsh said, "and that makes the accomplishment
unique. All three teams were great."
This one also was driven — 92 yards, to be exact.

(Cont'd from page 6)
"Then I go and let that one bounce
past me.
"I had to pick it up and do
something with it. We talked about
not getting in a hole from their

Ohio Valley Conference
Conference AllGanses
W
L Pct. W
L Pct.
Middle Tenn
3 0 1 000 12
5 706
Ausun Peay
3
1 750 11
8 579
Murray St
2
1 667 10 7 588
Tennessee Tch
1
2 333 6 10 375
Tennessee St
1
2 333 3 13 188
Morehead St
1
3 250 8 11 421
E Kentucky
1
3 250 2 13 133
Southeasters Conference
Cooference AllGaimes
W
I Pct. W
L Pet.
Tennessee
5
. 833 12
3 800
LSU
5
2 714 12
5 706
Vanderbilt
4
2 667 10 8 556
Kentucky
4 2 667 9 9 500
Alabama
4
3 571 12 4 750
Masissippi
3
3 500 9 6 600
Florida
3 4 429 9 9 500
Mississippi St
2 4 333 8
7 533
Georgia
2 5 286 10
588
Auburn
0 6 000 7
7 500
How The Associated Press Top Twenty nollege basketball teams fared last week
1 Duke (13-2) lost to No 13 North Carolina
91-71, lost to Wake Forest 75-71
2 Illinois (170) beat Northwestern 75-70,
beat Georgia Tech 103-92. 201
3 Georgetown (14-1) beat Providence 80-77.
beat Connecticut 59-55
4 Louisville (13-2) beat No 10 Nevada-Las

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divisloa

Seattle
Golden State
Portland
Saa1111 en to
1. A Clippers

W
L Pet_
G13
26 14
650
,
538 49
21 18
18 20
474 7
395 10
15 23
13 23
161 11
10 29
256 15",
Central Division
Cleveland
29 7
806
Detroit
25 12
676 4'h
Milwaukee
23 13
639 6
Atlanta
24 14
632 6
Chicago
22 15
595
7'6
Indiana
9 28
243 209,
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Divisios
New York
Philadelphia
Boston
New Jersey
Washington
Charlotte

Utah
Houston
Dallas
Denver
San Antonio
MI41111
L.A. Lasers
T'hocniit,

W i.
23 15
22 !6
19 17
20 18
10 27
4 32
Pacific Division
27 12
75 14

Pet.
605
579
528

526
270
111

GB

3
3
12'6.
18

753-9627
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or residental carpet in stock at all times
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All styles in these lines are Red Tag
Specials to SAVE you DOLLARS

ing them last year and we beat
them with two seconds left."
In that 1987 game, Rice had
caught the winning touchdown on
the final play. It seems it's. always
Rice. Well, almost always.
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pm
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Special Selection of Short roll

Tennessee had just 10 defensive
rebounds, a result of the success Of
Kentucky's beautifully run halfcourt offense, which was about as
close to a four-corners as a team
can get under the restrictions of a
45-second clock.

,.,

sat

Jane Rogers Insurance

UK pulls together...

MAZDA
TRUCKS

622
556

Saturday's Ganes
Washington 107, Philadelphia 105
Atlanta 137. Charlotte :13
Cleveland 115. New Jersey 103
Phoenix 116, Chicago :07
Milwaukee 116, Denver 107
Seattle 121, New York 1 :4
Golden State 136, Sacramento
Sunday's Games
Boston —12, Detroit 49
New York 120, Portland ':6

6, 9, 12 ft.S4•

they play."
The Wildcats hurt themselves
with 25 turnovers. "That's the best
man-to-man defense we've faced
all year," said Sean Sutton — but
held a slight rebounding edge,
33-32.

23 14
20 16
20 :7
11 25
10 .28

201 South 6th Street

,

SOO Chestnut

Vegas 92-74
5 Oklahoma )5 21 beat No
Kansas
.23 95 beat Iowa St :09-1(4) OT
6 sA,chigan :5 3) beat No :6 Ohio Suite
99-71, iost to Wisconsin 71 68
lowa (14-3) lost to No 16 Ohio State
-102-91. beat Purdue 67-44
8 Misaouri 115 3) beat Virginia Tech
1(M-99, beat Oklahoma State 105-83
9 Arizona )13-2) beat Southern California
97-69, beat Villanov• '5-67
10 Nevada-Las Vegas 113-3i teat Fallertor.
State 66-63, beat Utah State 102 80 lost to No
4 Louisville 92-'4
Syracuse 15-4)
lost to Connecilcdt
68 62, beat Notre Dame 99-87
12 Seton hall (1' 1J beat Villano,a'
3
seat New Hampshire College 108
1 3 North Carolina 16-.(
beat N
71, beat No IS North Carolina
14
F'or.da State )14
beat
,2 I05. OF heal C.7C..7,1AU 9s stri
A
Is ssor... Caro .na s'a•(meat 02 64 .iist lo •
84*1
:6 Ohio State :2- 4, osi
", 34
49-73, beat No
Iowa :02-91
:7 Kansas 115-31 dzist to No 5 Ok:ar.
:23-95, beat Colorado *9-74
8 Tennessee '!2 3) heat Fonda 83 -6
to Kentucky 66-65
19 Indiana (15-4) heat W.sconsin 6
•
01', beat Michigan State 'S 60
20 Stanford 114-4, -,eat Miami. Fla 93 sci
.ost to California 75-68, beat UCLA 84

National Basketball Association
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753-9627
201 S. 6th St.

State farm insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

imeter players don't help him to do
his job."
Louisville's perimeter players
did shoot exceptionally well —
9-for-16 from 3-point range — but
they had to be concerned with the
defensive pressure of the Runnin'
Rebel guards.
That pressure was tempered
somewhat by the ankle injury suffered by sophomore guard Greg
Anthony midway through the first
half. When the transfer from Portland went down after stepping on
another player's foot, the Cardinals
led 16-15 and Louisville then went
on a 19-2 run.
"The key to our pressure manto-man defense is Greg Anthony
controlling the ball out front,"
Runnin' Rebels coach Jerry Tarkanian said. "I think, and I may be
wrong about this, but I think he is
the best in the country at defending
the ball out front At least the best
we've ever had. When he got hurt
we went to the zone and they got
hot and we didn't play aggressively
enough."
Anthony returned to the bench in
the second half on crutches with
his left ankle wrapped in a
bandage.
Louisville guard Keith Williams
said he felt losing any player would
hurt Nevada-Las Vegas because of
its style.
"I think Anthony like all the rest
of them play the same amount of
defense and that's a lot of pressure," he said. "They didn't have
one person then to rotate and the
other guys got a little winded.
When they have more bodies it
means more pressure."

•

(Cont'd from page 6)
they made a run at us late in the
game," Sutton said. "We're a
young team and we've come a long
way."
Sutton's son, guard Scan, said,
"We kepi the crowd out of the
game by keeping the lead and putting them on the edge. ... We gave
them limited opportunities on the
offensive end and took them out of
their game."
Tennessee guard Travis Henry
said Kentucky "took it to us from
the outset. They spread it out and
ran a very patient, controlled
offense. They have a very good
team and are tough to come from
behind against because of the style

PAGE 7

'See me for all
your family
insurance Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there
needs."
Jan.) Rows

Taylor-made catch lifts 49ers...
kicking and we almost did.''
Taylor also knew not to begin
partying right after his touchdown.
"With 17 seconds left, we all
sort of wanted to celebrate," he
said. "Then we remembered play-

23, 1989

SCOREBOARD
Despite the fact the Racers haven't lost to Tech in Murray in six years,
Harrell likes Racer Arena.
"It's a different type of atmosphere," Harrell said. "I enjoy the physical
aspects of the place. I don't like playing Murray because they have great
teams. But in a tot of the newer places, the fans are too far from the floor
Here, everyone is right down on you. It's a great atmosphere."
Newton is hoping everyone's ready Monday night, because he feels his
club is.
"Our team sense this. The opportunity is there for our goals to be
reached, and our efforts to be rewarded. They're down to 45 days and 13
games and their destiny is in their own hands."

'Big man'lifts Louisville...
(Cont'd from page 6)
had to expect it. Just try to hold
onto the ball when you get inside."
When Spencer did lose the ball
inside it was because he was being
fouled. All but two of his points
came from the free throw line.
"Felton has played well the last
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Best Prices In Town-Never Knowingly Under Sold

JOE SMITH CARPET
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-4

753-6660
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ARM AND AG NOTES
Pig has two litters a day apart
One litter was born Jan. 9; the
second litter, Jan. 11.
"She had 15 to start with, Monday night, then she lay down Wednesday night and had 17 more,"
Bell said. "It kind of makes you
feel funny."
"I've told everyone about it, and
they just about make you out to be
a liar, but it's just like I've told
you," the 34-year-old Bell dec-

MONTICELLO, Ky. (AP) Wayne County fanner Danny Bell
has such an incredible story about a
prolific but unnamed hog that Bell
is offering to take a lie-detector
test, if necessary, to prove he's
telling the truth.
Week before last, one of his
Landrace sows gave birth to 32
pigs in two litters born one day
apart

CHAIN SAWS THAT LAST
AT PRICES THAT WON'T.
Sale Ends Jan. 31, 1989
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For a limited time only, our 028 Super Stihl Wood Boss'
with 16" bar and chain is on sale for $329.95. And our Stihl
011T with 16" bar and chain is reduced to $199.95. See us
today. Because Stihl chain saws have always been worth
a few extra dollars in the long run. And now they're worth
a few extra dollars in your pocket, too

tared. "I took two loads of top
hogs off this morning, up here to
Monticello, and everybody was
asking if that sow had had any
more pigs."
Bell has not given his sow a
name yet, but he promises that next
time she has pigs he will pay more
attention and that he will have
some witnesses handy just in case
she makes another attempt at the
world record.
Dennis Liptrap, a swine specialist with the University of Kentucky
agricultural extension service, said:
"It is an extremely rare occurrence. It would be one the largest
litters that I've ever heard of, and
certainly the largest in Kentucky."
Liptrap guessed that the odds are
at least 10,000 to 1 of 30 or more
pigs' being born in the same litter,
and the odds may be even greater
of the births' being interrupted by a
span of several hours.
But Liptrap said a hog's reproductive system is such that it is
possible for two separate litters to
be born within hours, or even days,
of each other.
And he recalled having read of
one sow that gave birth to a second
litter about three weeks after the
first.
All 32 pigs appeared to be
healthy, but because of complications with feeding and handling,
two did not survive.
Fourteen of them, all that the
sow is equipped to feed, were still
with their mother early last week.
The other 16 were nursing other
sows_ — which have extra place
settings — and appeared to be
doing well.

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
Leases Trucks

'Mfg sugg reia

Murray Home & Auto
7:30-6 Mon.-Fri.; 7:30-5:00 Sat.
753-2571 or 753-4110
Chestnut St.

for farming
Call Gene
753-2617
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How citrus grafts work

Ei To create commercial

A slit is then made
orange, lemon, grapefruit in the bark of a hardy.
and other citrus trees, a
disease-resistant
young citrus bud (called rootstock, lengthwise
a scion) is first shaved
and horizonally, in
from a thriving tree.
what is called a "T cut

1191The scion is inserted
into the slit beneath the
bark and is bound in
place with tape or other
material.

la

Chicago Tribune 9raphtc: Source- University of Florida Citrus Research Center

Consumers now read fine print
Health-conscious consumers are Lynum, vice president of domestic
more often turning food packages marketing and membership. "But
over to read the fine print in ingre- the State Department opposed it
Malaysia
and
the
dients. They are returning items to because
the grocery shelf that leaveany doubt Phillipines, Third World countries,
as to the nature of vegetable oils depend on exports of palm oil
used.
k Malaysia) and coconut oil (the
Many of the dining public will ask Phillipines)." The measure got, no
for margarine instead of butter. They further.
will also ask that fried or sauteed
Lynum said the ASA was disapdishes be prepared in unsaturated pointed but figured to take the case
vegetable oil.
to the higher court of the consumer.
In recent months, a number of bak- They started working with the
ing companies have responded to con- American Heart Association, the
sumer health concerns by turning Center for Science in the Public Infrom saturated palm oil and coconut terest, Citizens for Action on
oil to unsaturated vegetable oil alter- Cholesterol, the American Dietetic
natives, like soybean oil. The latest Association and some of the other
was the cookie and cracker giant farm groups to publicize the use of
{eebler Co. Others include Pep- tropical oils in America's favorite
peridge Farm Inc., Kellog Co., and snack foods.
Sunshine Biscuits.
Since then, food companies have
For bakers' purposes,there is little taken the unsaturated vegetable oil
difference between the taste or per- pledge, realizing that whatever informance of saturated oils, and un- crease in ingredient cost they incursaturated oils. Companies would use red would be more than offset by the
the lowest cost ingredient, usually positive publicity of assuring conpalm oil, palm kernel oil or coconut sumers of the wholesomeness of their
oil. Whatever was used, it was listed products.
as "vegetable oil" on the label.
One might think that the mounThe relationship of saturated fats tains of chips, crackers and other
in the diet to high blood cholesterol snacks involved in ingredient switch
levels, well-publicized by reports of would greatly affect the supply the U.S, surgeon general and Amer- deqaandyelationshigthai determines
ican }leak Associatio-n, has provided prices for soybeans and their priidhealth groups the ammunition to call ucts, oil and meal.
"It's more of a public relations
food companies to account for the conthing than something of real impact
tents of their products.
A not-so-silent partner in this cam- on prices," said David Keefe, vice
paign has been the American Soy- president of Rodman & Renshaw,Inc.
bean Association (ASA). The ASA and a close observer of the soybean
launched the drive nearly two years complex at the Chicago Board of
ago, supporting a measure before Trade.
Keefe noted that imports of tropCongress calling for the Food and
Drug Administration to require the ical oils (palm, palm kernel and
distinction between saturated and coconut) in 1988 amounted to, at
unsaturated oils or fats in food , most, 900 million pounds, the common unit of measure in the trade. Onlabeling.
"The bill was cosponsored by 118 ly a fraction of that is (or was) used
congressmen," recalled Gunnar in foods. Considering the 12 billion

Be Prepared If The
Power yon Escapes
The "Power Lion" always seems to
be there, supplying electricity to homes
and businesses You know he's there
each time you flip on a light switcn,
glance at an electric clock or open
the refrigerator door
But once in a while the "Power
Lion" escapes! And when he
does he can cause power
outages across the
countryside His
escape cart
affect a
single
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After the scion
begins to grow, the
upper part of the
rootstock is trimmed ott
and the tree continues
to develop upward from
the scion and
downward from the
rootstock.

J

home, a neighborhood or an entire community He can cut off all
of your electric power, spoil your
food and darken your home
Be prepared for those rare
occasions when the "Power Lion" escapes It usually
doesn't take long to recapture him and put him back
to work, but in the meantime, prepare an emergency
kit that includes food that needs no cooking or refrigeration, an emergency water supply, a batterypowered radio, flashlight with extra batteries,
candles and matches, first-aid supplies, blankets
or sleeping bags, firefighting equipment, and
emergency telephone numbers
Be sure to notify your electric co-op if
the "Power Lion" escapes from your
.
home, so they can recapture him and
1
h
•
restore your power as soon as possible
Your Rural Electric Cooperative is an
excellent source of information if you
need help preparing for the escape of The
"Power Lion." Coll us

West Kentucky
Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp.
753-5012
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pounds of soybean oil used domestically, Keefe said,"the effect of these
companies switching to soybean oil
would increase usage less than two
percent."
Ralph Waldron, grain analyst for
Stotler and Company agreed. "We
have a large surplus of soybean oil.
Whatever effect (the switch from
tropical oils) has is already in the
price."
AgriDirections is a monthly column
provided by the Chicago Board of
Trade, 141 W. Jackson
lvd.,
Chicago, IL 60604.

a

Hog market
Foriend slide Maiicel Sews Servitir .huitsar) 23. 19149
henturk4, PUITIlli1C Area Hog Market Report In
chides S HaksIng Stadion, Receipts: Ail 10113, Est.
5.241 Harrows& tilts niost14 stead 4 sunsI 00-2.00
higher.
S I 2 22.0.2.30 lb..
840.25-40.75
IS I 2 200.2241 lb..
830.25-40.2.2
l'S 2-3 220 230 lbs.
339.75 40.23
IPS 3-4 220-270 lb..
1138.75 39.75
Sow.
I'S I 2 270-350 lb..
$29.00 30.00
S 1-5 300-400 lb..
449.00-341.00
1-3 400-240) lbs
8244.00-29.00
(5 1.3 500 and up
129.00 32.00
1 S 2.3 300-500 lb..
127.041.244.00
Roars 124.00.20.00

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have developed
a physiological addiction to caffeine.
When I try to eliminate it from my
diet I become tired, depressed and
have terrible headaches for weeks. I
also crave sweets. How do I kick this
socially acceptable drug?
DEAR READER: Fortunately for
most people, caffeine is not nearly as
physically addictive as many other
drugs. This is not to say that some caffeine-users are not (in a strict sense)
addicted. However, the physical need
for the mild stimulant is far below the
craving that drug-habituated patients
have for other compounds, such as
nicotine, alcohol and narcotics.
In my experience, the primary addiction tQ caffeine is psychological:
People co'i to need and expect the
lift" g1v9i,Ay caffeine. Patients who
are natu ally depressed, for instance,
may crave caffeine. When the drug is
withdrawn, such people suffer symptoms of fatigue, lassitude, irritability
and feeling unwell and "undercharged." These symptoms, like
many others, should be addressed as a
health issue by medical professionals,
because they are probably not due to
caffeine withdrawal.
In addition, drinking caffeine-beverages establishes a mind-set If you
expect to experience a feeling from a
mild mind-altering drug such as caffeine, you will — even though the
drug may not be the cause of the
feeling.
This observation was brought home
to me several years ago when I read a
study in which doctors investigated
the way caffeine causes wakefulness
and insomnia. Two groups of college
students were tested. The first group
was given decaffeinated coffee at
bedtime, the subjects were told that
they were drinking regular coffee.
Predictably, many of the students
complained of insomnia. The second
group was given warm milk at bedtime. The milk had been laced with
caffeine, a tasteless compound. You
guessed the result: The students given
the caffeine milk slept like babies.
The investigators concluded that the
subjects' expectations were a more
valid predictor of insomnia than was
the caffeine.
Many people drink too much caffeine. The easiest way to overcome
this habit is to drink one less caffeinecontaining beverage (soda, coffee or
tea) per day, substituting a decaffeinated liquid. By cutting down by one
drink a day, you will soon find yourself consuming only one or two caffeine servings daily; this is a reasonable amount for most adults.
If, after several days at the lower
"dose,' you are still having symptoms
of tiredness, depression and headaches, see a doctor to discover what is
really ailing you

M()%11.4% . Jt IR% 23. 19x9

FARM AND AG NOTES
Ag committee faces change
WASHINGTON (AP) — Dick
Lyng says he might sleep a bit longer this weekend and will take it a
lot easier from here on.
Lyng, 70, probably won't fade
completely into the woodwork after
his hitch as Ronald Reagan's secretary of agriculture ends today. He
plans to continue living in the
Washington area and says he "may
lend a hand" if the right cause
comes along.
Clayton Yeutter, 58, is George
Bush's choice as secretary of.agriculture, and Yeutter doesn't like to
sleep late any time. He's a supercharged law and economics graduate from Eustis, Neb., who's
expected to call a lively Bush tune
at the Agriculture Department.
The Senate Agriculture Committee said Thursday that Yeutter's
confirmation hearing may be the
latter part of next week, possible
on Thursday or Friday.
Yeutter enjoys popular support
among many farm groups and
members of Congress after serving
1 2 years as the U.S. trade rep3/
resentative, the No. 1 negotiator on
agricultural and other trade issues.
And he's not expected to run into
much trouble in his Senate confirmation proceeding.
But committee members will
want to know from Yeutter how he
thinks George Bush will be kinder
and gentler to American farmers.
They will want to know how Bush
intends to do this without spending
more money and without driving

more hard-pressed farmers into
foreclosure.
The Senate panel may seek more
information from Yeutter on agricultural trade negotiations under
the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, and how the impasse
with the European Economic Community over the use of meat hormones can be unsnarled.
One of the major issues facing
Yeutter will be legislation to
replace, modify or extend the 1985
farm law, which will expire in
1990 after its five-year run.
What about the level of price
and income supports available to
farmers under various USDA commodity programs?
The 1985 law significantly
reduced price supports and enabled
the Reagan administration to take
giant steps nearer the "marketoriented" system of U.S. agriculture that many had sought. Lyng
was a strong advocate of this line,
and so is Yeutter.
-Much of the time lately, the
action has involved international
trade, including the U.S. proposal
to GATT for a phasing out of all
subsidies and barriers that interfere
with free world commerce. The
furor of the European ban on
hormone-treated meat is an
example.
Yeutter and Lyng were a strong
team, with both talking tough and
showing muscle to the doubtful
Europeans, prompting EEC offi-
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FREE For 12 Months

cials to speak of "Rambo-style
diplomacy" on the part of the
insistent Americans.
With Lyng departed, the Senate
could want to know what kind of
role Yeutter will play in the continuing trade negotiations and
whether Bush and his choice for
U.S. trade representative, Carla
Hills, will keep standing tall on
behalf of American farmers.
If these aren't enough question
materials, the senators only have to
dust off copies of Reagan's final
budget proposals for fiscal 1990
and ask Yeutter about: —Lopping $9.7 billion off
USDA's spending in the year that
will begin on Oct. 1, including cuts
in commodity programs and rural
development.
—Barring subsidized school
lunches to children from affluent
homes, thereby requiring them to
pay 26 cents more per meal.
—Helping pay for fighting fires
in national forests through deductions from each state's share of
proceeds from timber sales and
mining.
—The concept of "decoupling"
as a way of paying subsidies to farmers without linking the payments
to kind of crops they product. The
payments would be reduced gradually over a period of years and
could then be phased out entirely.
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Priced To Move!
Movie World is your Headquarters for:

T.V.'s - VCR's - Stereo's

Over 3,500 Movies In Stock!
•24 Hour

Mon.-Thurs.
10-9

11111 \\A

Fri. & Sat.
10-10
Central
Shopping
Center

Drop-Off Box
Available

A 40
II41b,
Sales and Rentals

1111111
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Sunday
1-8
753-7670

753-HOME
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Turkey prices to rise
as result of low output
1988 and are expected to average
63 to 69 cents in 1989." •
Another report, which was
issued by the department's Agricultural Statistics Board, said that
surveys of turkey growers in 20
major producing states intend to
boost the number of birds — not in
pounds — by 7 percent from last
year: The report said U.S. turkey production in 1988 totaled more than
242 million birds, up 1 percent
from about 240.4 million in 1987.
North Carolina was first last year
with .47.9 million turkeys, followed
by Minnesota, 38.5 million; California, 26.5 million; Arkansas, 18
million; Missouri, 16.5 million; and
Virginia, 16.3 million.

Get The Foods You've Been Craving
At Caselot Savings
Sale
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Change allows grade on
quality or yield of beef
WASHINGTON (AP) — A ncv.
rule allowing the separation, or
uncoupling, of beef quality and
beef yield grades has been
approved and will take effect April
9, the Agriculture Department said.
,J. Patrick Boyle, head of the
department's Agricultural Marketing Service, said Thursday the
change was in response to a petition filed in June 1987 by the
American Meat Institute and the
National Cattlemen's Association.
"The rule allows the beef industry to determine whether to have
carcasses graded by USDA for

quality, or for yield, or both,"
Boyle said. "Previously, a carcass
had to be grade both for quality
and yield, or not graded at all."
Meat grading is a voluntary
program. offered by the agency and
is paid for by user fees.
Boyle said the trade associations
asked for the rule changes "in
order to utilize new, more efficient
technologies now available for preparing beef carcasses, one of which
is hot-fat trimming just after
slaughter" instead of trimming
after the carcasses are chilled, as is
the current practice.
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Let Us Cross Your Field's
50 ft. At A'Time!

PICK UP ON: FEB. 22nd

ORDER BEFORE: FEB. 4th
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t10 lbs •
005 SI Northern Spy Apples 10E—
•
Berry Variety Pack, IQF
One 2: lb bag each of
• Red Raspberries
• Marion Blackberries
3/2,.: lbs t_ 2 38.10
009• Whole Strawberries
r
1- 5 lbs , 196lb
' 011 Marion Blackberries. 10E—
234 itt
5 lbs
1-013-Black Raspberries, ICIF—
t
10 lbs ) '8.,' t1
014 Cultivated Blueberries. lia••
_ -,-., 1
5 lbs
017 Maine Wild Blueberries. 10E—
r
5
023 Dark Sweet Cherries. 10E-•
t 30:024 Red Tart Cherries w/sugar
5
_025 Red Tart Cherries 10E —
Big Valley Mixed Fruit KW
Mixture ot Peaches.
Honeydew Melon
2.6 '
101 Red Grapes**
.:
128 Sliced Peaches. 10F"
25:
130 Pineapple Chunks IOF"
5 'Ds
144 Red Raspberries. IOF••
18 it
10 lbs
151 Lg Whole Strawberries la"
30 lbs
lt,
158 Sliced Strawberries w/suga•
'9 111
5 bs
160 Sliced Strawberries w / sugar
202 Keystone Apple Juice*
.Welchs Apple Orange
12 '
204 Pineapple-Juice
12 •
4_2_09—Keystone Cranberry Juice
FLORIDA Sunbright• 100
232 Pure Grapefruit Juice"
, 233 Keystone Grape Jt,:
SUNBRIGHT*, 1013' uL re
272 ORANGE JUICE**
Freezer Crueen
5
318 MaciCheese
--4-------4
Better Baked s
!
321 Lasagna w! Sauce
42
1'322 Better Baked's Raoul' 'A Sauce
24 ct'6 oz
325 Little Charlie s Pizza Supreme
24 ct 6 oz
326 Little Charlie's Pepperoni Pizza
240 5
r 327 Little Charlie s Cheese Pizza
36 t
Little Charlie s
3 oz
328 Pork & Vegetable Egg Rolls
Snowball Chicken Breast-Nugget
2 90 Li
5 'Ds
333 Shaped ipre-cookedi

1159

VEGETABLES

The
WASHINGTON (AP)
Agriculture Department says turkey
output is not expanding as rapidly
this year and that prices will he
higher.
Production is expected to
increase about 3 percent to an estimated 4.05 billion pounds from
about 3.033 billion pounds in 1988.
That would be only-half the 6 percent increase in turkey meat output
from 1987 to 1988, the department's Economic Research Service
said.
"Turkey producers are slowing
their rate of increase after two
years of lackluster returns," the
agency said. "Wholesale hen turkey prices in the eastern region
averaged 61 cents per pound in

FROZEN FOOD SALE
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1
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Everything from sweet temptations
to veggie sensations.
Now you can buy all your favorite foods without breaking your
budget. Hearty entrees, flaky muffins, crisp vegetables. Juicy
fruits and more are available at caselot savings from Southern
States. Just use this convenient form to make your selections.
then phone in. mail in or bring in your order to your nearest
Southern States store.

Tru-Spread

System

Nagle

"Prepaid Orders Only"

System

CALL HUTSON'S AG TODAY!

No Sugar Added to these trurts bemes & ituces

(Please Print)
Name
Fir

"We are your full form-ag service."

0

z

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
1 800 626 5464
Hazel, KY
204 W. Railroad Ave
498-8142
753-1933

Number 8. Street
City/Town

_

Industrial Rd.

753-1423
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Notice

Articles
For Sale

WNW
Horne. For Sal*

— Notice—

LEG.AL NOTICE
On December 23.
1988,
was
there
tendered for filing with
the Federal Communications Commission. Washington, D C..
an application for consent to the voluntary
assignment of construction permit for
Staten WSPH-TV, Murray, Kentucky. from
Sammy J. Parker,
d b 'a
WML-LPTV
Company to Life Anew
Ministries, Inc. Station
SPH-TV operates on
Channel 38
Life Anew Ministries, Inc has the
following officers.
directors,
and or
stockholders! John 1A
Stalls. John R. Price.
and Linda M. Stalls. •
A copy of the aplicarein is available for
public :nspection during norni.il business
hours at: 15oo Diuguid
Rd.. Murray. K.

RETAIL package beer,
wine and liquor store in
Fulton Ky For more information call 502 472 2831
or 901-479-1954

EMBER Hearth fireplace
insert with blower $250
436-2850

1988 14x70, 2 BEDROOM
2 bath, all electric, CA &
CH, wail to wall carpet,
blinds and curtains, GE
stove/ refrigerator, D/W,
underpinned and winterized, 912 deck By ap-'
pointment 753-2922, ask
for Tom after 6p m
753-7124

Purchaser of 1976
FordStation Wagon
(Blue) in Symsonia on
Jan 2 please contact
Seller at

443-1771 Ext. 156, day
851-3622
evening

Notice
HAIRCUTS etc Shampoo
Winter Sabel Any Scruples
leader $1095 Value up to
$17 001 Dixieland Center
753-6745
LYNDA S Pretty Punch
Shop and Ward's Leather
have new store hours
Mon -Tues Noon-8p m
Wed -Fri 9a m -4p m Sat
9a m -lp m Call for after
hours appointments Visit
as for all supplies and new
line of purses starting at
must $1 991 2 miles west of
Hazel on State une Road
893, 492 8580

LOST
2 cats in Coldwater
around January 6th
Mother cat approx
3 years old and
ydung female 11
/
2
old Both smoky
w/small
gray
amount of white

will take care of sick o
LPN' Interested in enrich- elderty Also will do house
ing your nursing career'? If keeping 437 4214
so, pin our staff by sharing WILL stay with sick or el
with us the toy of giving deny,
do some domestic
compassion with loss and
work, run errands Excel
the sell satisfaction of love lent
references arid experiby giving TLC Monday. ence
Either shift day or
Friday position available
night Call anytime If no
excellent salary arid bone
answer, call later as I am
fits Apply in person at Milts not
gone for long
Manor Nursing Home, 500
753-4590
Beck Lane, Mayfield, Ky

ISO

Business
Opportunity

llir Lir;

110

Instruction

FOR sale- Sharp copiers
and fax machines Demo
units also available Call
1-800-248-4319, Benton
Ky
NEW 12 speed touring
bicycle Hot tub 753-9616

280

Please Call

NEW 4000 watt Kother
generator, 18 goose neck
trailer with van box with roll
up door 436-5811

489-2667

Wei*
Homes For Rent

rA4' ATURE full charged
• AIRLINES
2 OR 3 bedroom furnished
ibookkeeper for trucking
or unfurnished Some new
•CRUISE LINES
Tn.
in
Puryear,
company
girl
TREAT your special
SEARS 12' band with furniture natural gas
Help
•TRAVEL AGENCIES
Computer experience prewith a special Valentine
stand, $150 435-4588
Wanted
ALMO
Heights
grocery
electric, air conditioned
ferred Salary commensuHOME STUDY/RES. TRAINING
Love Bracelet or Necklace
available February 1 Will
Shady Oaks 753-5209
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
rate with experience
ATTENTION Hiring' Gov
Starting at $9 50 and up
consider lease with optCon
CANCER
•104 PLACEMENT ASSIST.
ernment jobs- your area 800-621-2888 ask for
We have limited quanities
to buy Also house and
155
300
INSURANCE
Many immediate openings Andra
of replica Panda rings gold
1-800-327-7728
large lot adjoining property
Business
No
age
limit
to
apply
without
waiting
list
or
test
$3995,silver $1250 and
NOW hiring' Part-time and 753-5358
Rentals
Appliances
If your present policy
$17 840 $69,485 Call full-time Your time! $7-$10
up Get your orders in early
is over 5 years old, it
1 602-838 8885 Ext. R684
CAPITAL
available
for
any
Gene & Jo's Flowers
BUSINESS
space office or
GE washer, Montgomery
per hour. 759-4189
may' not cover some
i business and comrneroat
753-4320
Ward dryer Good condi- store space at Southside
BONUS
INCOME
•
Earn
of
the
newer
SPARETIME INCOME' purpose $25,000 and up
tion, $75 each Call Shopping Center
$200-$250 weekly Mailing
treatments such as
Hottest new opportunities Call (502)753-0377 week753-9386 or 753-4509
753-1266 before 3p m
1989 travel brochures For
chemotherapy. For
in home assembly, elec- days 6-9p m or write Jackmore
information
send
USED electric Kenmore
tree information call
tronics crafts others
son & Associates, Route 6
stamped envelope to. INC.
D Pnrlltp Powel
dryer, white $125
Amazing 24 Hr recorded Box 57, Murray, KY 42071
Jerry McConnell
.Apertments
P0 Box 2139. Miami, Florcall
753-3509
message
New all steel taciiiry
Specializing
in
Insurance
For Rent
ida 33261.
IF you would like to own
1-504-641-7778
Ext
2329
boat and mini storage
753-4199
wildlife and landyour own buisness, now is
160
1
BEDROOM
apartment
DID Christmas get you be02
"frre local claim ser% ice"
10x30 & 1515 areas
scapes. Individual
TIME study engineer ex- the time' Changes are beow utilities, no pets
hind'?
Sell
Home
Avon
products!
available
perience in apparel or shoe ing made with Diet Center
instruction in a
753-3949
Fu m letting*
Be yota own boss. Work
Notice
industry required Send re- that will mean a business
small group setting.
Conveniently located
your
own
hours,
full
or
partOPEN For Business 1040-S,
sume
to
P
0
Box
Personal
commitboom
HOUSE items Phone 1 BEDROOM apartment
On Hwy 280 near East
Call
Granda Miller's Country time. Earn up to 50%! Call Murray, Ky
near downtown Murray
forcing sale For
ments
are
753-6726
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint,
Elementary SCnool
Bakin'l Homemade breads today 753-0171
753-4658
753-4109
additional information re5 gal can $29.99 Get at
30' WHITE electric stove,
and pastenes. No mixes or EDUCATIONAL founda- WANTED Truck driver, 23 spond to P0 Box 115,
for details
Black's Decorating Center,
Call 753-8848 before
2 BEDROOM duplex in
used 753-6726
preservatrves 641 South to tion for foreign studies years old, 2 years experi- Hazel, Ky. 42049
701 S 4th St. Murray
8:30 p.m. for rates.
Westwood, $275/ month
Puryear- 140 West to 69 needs volunteer Area Rep- ence, clean driving record
LIVING room suite, gold 759-4406
South to Solo's Mkt- 140 resentative to coordinate 502-395-5588
color; cook stove, refrigera
110
West 1 1+•4 mile to Bakery. non-profit international
WENDY'S is now accept
tor, maple table and 6 2 BEDROOM duplex outOpen Monday- Saturday
high school student ex- ing applications for Assischairs: 2 end tables, coffee side storage, carport, ecoInstruction
noon, 8a.m.-6p.m. Ph. change program locally No
tant Manager and Co
10 ACRES of land or less table. All in very good con- nomical, heat pump sys901-782-3412. John & fund raising required Extem Located on Valley
Manager Previous restaurwithin 6 miles of Murray
dition. 435-4350.
Irene Miller, Cottage
Wood Dr No pets, deposit
penses paid and training ant experience desired
Also would consider large
Grove, Tn.
OLD oak table and 4 chairs
If it has anything to do with Major
required 753-7947
provided. No experience Good benefits Salary to
lot 753-0864
Call after 4p m 437-4616
required for this volunteer $20,000.Call 759-4695
Medical Insurance. Medicare Supple2 BEDROOM duplex availBUYING aluminum cans
TRANSFER your 8MM position, just energy arid days or 1-886-9920 evenment Insurance, or Nursing Home In55c lb., batteries $1 and up, PUT in your order for a able in February, deposit
home movies to video tape
enthusiasm. For more in- ings Ask for Andy Jordan
scrap metal, copper and handsome custom made required, no pets Call
surance, we write it and one of our
$350 per 50 ft reel, tape formation call Deb Atherton
•SECRETARY
and
earn
WORK
at
home
junk
cars. KGA Rycycling butcher block table. From 753-3415 or 753-0409.
included
Also,
slides, ne- collect at 502-358-9615 or
•EXECUTIVE SEC.
companies writes more Individual
up
to
$334
per
week
mak492-8183
days, 498-8785 basic to excuisite, any size, 3 BEDROOM unfurnished
gatives and photographs
•WORO PROCESSOR
call 1-800-447-4273.
height or shape to fit your
Guaranteed Renewable Health Ining
simple
crafts
No
expernights.
Free pick-up and delivery
HOME STUDY TIES. TRAJNINO
need or fancy. Genuine oak apartment Stove, refrigerEXPERIENCED
babysitter
ience
needed,
start
right
surance than any A + Best rated ComCall Donna Darnell, Video
.FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
FRAME mounted trailer tops Call today 435-4142. ator, washer and dryer
Send self- .J08 PLACEMENT ASSIST
Production Specialties needed for 6 week old baby away
hook-ups,just redecorated,
pany in America.
hitch for pick-up truck, class
girl. Prefer in my home. addressed, stamped enveSOLID wood twin bed, box clean, close to campus
759-9246
1-800-327-7728
3.
759-4905.
We represent 7 "A" Excellent and
Approximately 4'/7 days a lope to Craftways, P 0
springs and mattress, ex- $260 per month 753-7276
THE HART SCHOOL
week Non-smoker please
Box 216, Edgewood, Md
Dr ol A C T Corp
"A + "Superior Best rated companies
TREADMILL, motorized, cellent condition, reasoNall hdql**, %roper. SO, FL
References required . 21040
nably priced. Also antique MUR-Cal apts Northwood
prefer electronic
to offer you the best possible rate and
753-8068.
mirror, 3 drawer file ca- Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR Now
753-7853
be
THE
LARSON
FAR
SIDE
By
GARY
binet,
night stand and stu- renting Equal Housing OpGET PAID for reading
WANT TO RENT OR BUY
Our local staff includes:
dent desk. 753-5234 days portunity 759-4984
books!
$100
per
tale
Write
436-5355
Land and barn for horses
or 474-2327 after 5p.m
Sharon McConnell, Licensed Agent
PASE- 187A, 161 S Lin'NEW 2 bedroom dePlexc
Call 762-4812 weekdays or
Professional Chimney
colnway,
appliances, central heat &
R
Aurora,
IL
Tracy McKinney, Licensed Agent
759-9660 nights and
Cleaner
220
60542
air, carpet. 753-7457.
weekends
Jerry McConnell, General Agent
Offering Fire Box Repair
NICELY furnished 1, 2,3 or
WANT to buy Raw Furs
MusiCsi
Damper Installation,
4 tvdrogalapartments_and .
Stanle_y Owen McClellan,
Custom Hoods and Bird
Pulaski IL 618-342-6316 SPINET piano: -Stratford room for rent. Located near
model Kohler & Cambell. campus. Daytime
acreenS
new condition, $750. 753-6111, night 753-0606.
150
Senior Citizens Discount
753-6265
24 Hour Answeong Service
Articles
NOW renting 1 and 2 bedFor Sale
room apartments College
240
Farm Rd Apartments
5 HP 3 phase commercia
753-3530
I TOLD
THE'UGLY DOG'sCONTEST 15 ABOUT TO BEGIN .WILL THE CONTESTANT AT THE
air compressor with 60 galkiscellsneous
YOU'
FAR RIGHT PLEASE TAKE THE SACK OFF OF HIS HEAR,.,.
DO I
lon tank Used 6 months
SUPER clean duplex,
FIREWOOD for sale
759-1174
HAVE
energy efficient, central
437-4667
TO?
HP, concrete parking Also
80 USED mailboxes Buy
all for $80 Call before FIREWOOD for Sale Tree 2 bedroom apartment, apremoval Free estimate
pliances furnished Cole3p m 753-8668
436-2562, 436-2758
man RE 753-9898
AMERICAN made leather
work boots, camottage GO carts, go carts go carts' TAKING applications for
army pants and shirts and 5 HP single and double Section 8. Rent Subsidized
Aral.
apt 1, 2 or 3 BR Apply
all kinds of rubber boots seats Keith s Lawn & TracHilldale Apts., Hardin, Ky.
+9119 11.100 rt*• Syrtdcals Inc
—23
Jerry's Sporting Goods 6th tor Center, Industrial Road
Equal
Housing
& Walnut St. Mayfield. KY Carl 759-9831
Opportunity
247-4704
LARGE, large, large selecBEAUTY Shop equipment tion of storage buildings in TWO 2 bedroom apart"An excellent specimen symbol
and suntan bed, 4 years stock for immediate deliv- ments for rent No pets
Of beauty, innocence and fragile life.
ery Acree Portable Build- 753-0521 before 3 30p m
old 753-0658 after 5p m
... Hand me the jar of ether."
ings, Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831
060

Art
Lessons

STORAGE
FACILITY

HEALTH INSURANCE

SANTA'S
HELPERS

McConnell
-InsuranceAgency
753-4199

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ARP REALLY HATE HAVING
THE WINDOWSILL SLAM
120vvN ON YOuR FINGERS
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MEN,- IF 1 CAN CALL
VERMIN LIKE IOU INEN
YOU'RE GOING ON TRIAL
FOR MURDER AND
CORRUPTION...,

JusTicE PREvAILS, AND YOU GET
IOU eesEevi , BUT I IOU MKT,I HOPE
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2 BEDROOM lake front
house for rent in Pine Bluff
Shores, $250 a month plus
deposit 753-9386 or
753-4509
3 BEDROOM brick house
for rent in Dexter
759-9318
4 BEDROOM house with
gas heat $375 per month
753-0332

250

A RE

4 Interior
5 At home
6 Approached
7 Care for
8 Unusual
9 Untamed
10 God o love
8

WICKER, all kinds, guns,
1977 Cordoba $700, 1967
Mustang, 1974 3/4 Ford
pick-up $750, Alaskian Ma
lamute puppies, Poodle
puppies, 1976 Chevy van
$2,100,15' boat 753-6438

2 BEDROOM house with
garage 121 South $240/
month 4- deposit 753-6444

370
RI
EN

I...,

20

A

sE

13UUR

19

WE service all brands of
kerosene heaters and carry
a full line of parts Keith's
Lawn & Tractor, Industrial
Road 759 9831

GE
ID

A

1 Drink slowly
2 Sin
3 Anchoring
5

R
E

M

R E
AR
PR
SE

A

DOWN

4

SEASONED firewood
436-2744

Answer to Previous Puzzle

36 Center
38 Rodent
39 Sn is its
symbol
40 Again prefix
41 Danish island
42 Fish sauce
44 Commemorative disks
46 Pittsburgh
team
48 Stations
51 Offspring
52 Greek peak
54 Tidy
55 Abstract
being
56 Central
American
Indian
57 Catch sight
of

Half: prefix
5 Toward and
within
9 Indefinite
number
12 Press clothes
13 Want
14 Baseball slat
15 Disposed to
17 Firedog
19 Hold back
21 Final
22 Mix
24 Myself
25 Cloth
measure
26 Equals 2,000
lbs.
27 Foot levers
29 Italian river
31 Unit of energy
32 Article
33 Exists
34 Writing
implement
35 Hebrew letter
1

SEASONED firewood $20
a rick U haul 492-8254
after 5 30p m

III
Ill

S

Eluelnese
SerfIces

RU

11 Need
16 Latin
conjunction
18 Misfortunes
20 Repeal
22 Walk
23 Ripped
25 Otherwise
27 Ache
28 Was ill
29 Bosc, e g
30 Aware of
2 wds
34 Printing
establishments
36 Isinglass
37 Stylish
39 Gull-like
birds
41 By oneself
42 Church part
43 King of
beasts
44 Tableland

ELECTRONIC
TAX FILING
IRS Refund Avg 18 Day
Filed Direct With IRS
Computer Accurate Filing
Prices starting at $10
AVAILABLE AT:
NOEL TAX SVC
Norsworthy Road
489-2440
OR
MIKE HODGE TAX SVC
Southside Shopping Ctr
759-1425

350 LB Duroc boar hog
435 4141
SIMMENTAL and Simbrah
bulls Performance & semen tested Excellent qual
ity $650 & up Cadiz Ky
522-7630

JOYCE

AKC Golden Retriever
pups top line, male $125,
females
$ 1 00
901 642 0363
AKC Dalmatian 1 year old
spade female $50
753-8671

260
Radio
19" ZENITH color TV
$150 436 2533

45 News-

gathering
org
47 Male turkey
49 Hit lightly
50 Pigpen
53 Cooled lava

Livestock
& Supplies

270
Mobile
Homes For Sale

STUD service AKC mime
lure Schnauzer, 1 year old
753 4722
110

Real
Estate

1979 CRIMSON 14x70,
INVESTMENT properbes
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath with 2 brick duplexes rented
garden tub, large kitchen, $1.160 monthly Buy them
Irving room with fireplace and we'll manage them
To be moveb 435-4221 Coleman Real Estate
after 2p m or 753-0368
753 9898

Pettit. II

MONDAY, JANUAKI 23, 1969

CLASSIFIEDS
490

461

430
/tomes
For Sale

FOR Sale Good renta
property, four apartments
1 block from campus
$42000,call 753-1203.,

2 BEDROOM brick house
recently remodeled must
see to appreciate conveniently located in good
neighborhood Serious inquiries only 759-4692

KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Real 3 BEDROOM Kentucky
Estate services with a wide Lake home near Pine Crest
selection of quality hdmes, Resort Quiet and prNate
all prices. 753-1222, toil setting, for sale or lease
free 1-800-251,HOME Ext Owner financing, low down
711L for courteous, compe- payment and low monthy
tent Real Estate service
payments (502)442-5647
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you
3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
440
rooms upstairs, large living
Lots
room and dining room.
For Sale
Central gas heat and air. 12
RESIDENTIAL lots for sale miles east of Murray.
on Sunset Blvd , Loch Lo- $50,000. Call 753-1203.
mond and Broach St 3 BEDROOM house in
753-4782 No call after Hazel, carpet, very nice
8p m
Will sell for pay off
492-8755
450
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
Farms
24x24 garage, on 1 acre,
For Sale
approximately 5 miles out
96 ACRES good cattle farm of Murray Call after 7p m
near Ky Lake stock barn, 437-4854
tobacco barn and 2-story
frame house with carport 3 BEDROOM brick, carand garage Located 12 port, FHA, VA, K.H.C.
miles east of Murray financing available, little or
753-3622 or 474-8011 for no down payment. Coleman Real Estate 753-9898_
more information

4 BEDROOM brick, Calloway County home on 1
acre Nice garden spot,
great neighborhood, quiet
country setting Owner
transfered, must sell
quickly! Asking $32,500
Call 437-4785 for viewing

BY Owner 2 or 3 bedroom
house on 1 acre lot All
appliances included, gas
heat, natural stone fireplace Approximately 8
miles east of Murray, $20s
753-0807

1985 KX 250 Kawasaki
3-wheeler, $550
759-1039
1987 YAMAHA 4-wheeler
excellent condition, $1,200
753-1736

1983 Z-28 red, 50,000
miles, loaded $6,500 Call
492-8873 or 753-0327

GOVERNMENT HOMES
$1 00 (U Repair) foreclosures, tax delinquent property. Now selling. This area!
Call (Refundable)
1-407-744-3220 Ext. K973
for listings.
HOUSE and 2 lots 3 bedrooms, kitchen, living room,
bath, dining room, utility
room, carport, garden, 2
outbuildings, $21,000
492-8492
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath
house at corner of Tabard &
Mockingbird Dr in Martin
Heights. 753-3903

Motorcycles

is now accepting applications for sales
associates and cashiers for full-time
positions. Must be enthusiastic, enjoy
working with people and have good
personality. Experience in retail helpful
but not necessary. Salary commensurate with experience.

1974 HARLEY- Davidson.
super glide, A-1 shape,
$3,700. Call 759-9207 after
6p.m.

Apply in person to:
Greg McReynolds

Thinking of listing?
oroder7,

ERAQ-HERITAGE REALTY
The Village Ctr

641 North

NOTICE
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy
753-4961

759 9ERA

Management Trainee

1988 HONDA 4-Trax 300, 1984 MUSTANG convert-.
$2,000.753-1217
able loaded, excellent conBORDERS Cycle and ATV dition. 753-8624.
Center Used ATVs, parts, 1985 OLDS Toranado, low
service, accessories and mileage 492-8870
tires 200 North Main, Benton, Ky 502-527-1680
1986 CUTLASS Ciera
Brougham fully loaded,
low miles, sharp car, 1
owner 759-1543 or
753-0509
Need An xtra Car
1965 CADILLAC, runs
For A Few Days?
753-5378 or
good
Rent From Gene At
436-2448.
DINAH. TAYLOR
1968 VOLKSWAGON BeeCHEVROLET, INC,
tle new tires, good condi502-753-2617
tion. 759-4189.

Now It's

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. of
Paris, TN
New & Jsed
GM Executives &
Program Vehicles

Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 480

901442.3900
Hwy. 79 W. — Paris

PaduCah,Ky 42002

USED running Chevy engines 400 small block,
350S, 307, 409 truck, 292
truck 6 Truck and car
transmissions, clutches,
rear ends Positrac's, loose
heads, crankshafts, pistons, flywheels, all compqi
nents Car and truck body
pieces:Truck motors, trans
for Dodge, Ford, Internabon. Tires, wheels. Re-ring
engines and valve jobs Will
install! Will trade! Mostly
Chevy Shop, 641 North,
next to Pet-Tro Gas
753-4184.

In

1979 FORD F-250 Club
Wagon Chateau window
van 4 captains chairs and
rear seat bed, good condibon 753-9794
500
Used
Trucks
1961 FORD pick-up. custom cab, 1 body, extra nice.
753-8014.
1972-FORD .234- ton, 26Y- -cattle bed, in ,good shape,
$1,200 753-3625 or
436-2843
1978 GMC truck top,
36,000 miles, 1 owner
901-232-8534
1979 CHEVY: blue, PS,
PB, A/C, tilt, aluminum
wheels, new interior, good
condition. 753-8428.
1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent
condition 345-2561

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'8987

'87 Dodge Dakota
, z
'88 Mes01-33
'87 Nissan PU
'87 Camry LE
'87 Nissan Maxima
17 Grand Am
'87 Dodge Dakota
87 Corolla FX
.87 Toyota 4x4
'87 Pontiac Firebird Pro Am
.87 Dodge Dakota

'9,987
'6487
'11,987
'13,487
'8987
'8987
19887
19987
1 12987
18987

50.mo.
48 mo.

48ev.
48 mo.

43mo.
48mo.

44 rrk0.
40 mo.

48mo.
4,3 m0

192"
162"
258*
315"
200"
200"
217"
215"
2880"
200"

'87 Plymouth horizon
'87 Chevy Celebrity
'87 Dodge Omni
'87 Ford Ranger XLT P.U.
'86 Olds 98 Regency
'86 Isuzu
'86 Honda Prelude
'86 Chevy SWB P.0
'86 Toyota Corolla LE

'5987
'6987
'6987
'7987
'12,487
'4487
'9887
'8987
'6487

48 no.
48 no.
48 no.
48 no.
48 no.
42 no.
42 no.
41mo.
41mo.

200'

1987 S-15 SMC Jimmy
fully loaded, blue/ silver 2
tone, 26,000 actual miles, 1
owner 759-1543 or
753-0509

12500,

155"*
155"*
178"*
270"*
112"*
243"*
215"*
160"*

'86 Toyota LVI8 P.U.
'86 Chevy C10 P.U.
'86 Chrysler LaBaron
86 Chevy Celebrity
'861
/
2 Toyota Supra
85 Olds Cutlass Supreme
'85 Chevy Conversion Van
Cadillac El Dorado
'84 Chevy $10 Ext. Cab

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'11,987 41mo 286°n
'7987 4a mo 173"
'9387 42 no. 228'
'6987 42 mo 172"
'5987 42= 142"*
'14,900 4e fix 320"
'7487 42mo 183"*
'9887 36 me 271"
'8487 36mo 240°"
'5487 36mo 155°"

'84 Camry
'84 Nissan 4X4
'84 Celica GT
'84 Dodge Convertible
'83 Ford Ranger
'83 Grand Pre
83 Olds Cutlass
'82 Chevy Van
79 Toyota P U
76 Corvette

MONTHLY
PAYMENT

'6987 36 Tic 1920"
'7687 36 mo 21200 *
'5987 36 mo 1670"
'6487 36 mo 180"
'4,987 24 rve 135"
'3987 34 mo 11500 *
'5987 36 mo 167"
1 7987 24 inG 358"
'3487 24mG 1360"
'7987

'62 and Older 14.9%*
'85 '84 '83 13.9%•
'88 '87 '66 12
with approv•d credit.
licens•
lees
I
tax
plu•
equity
• APR with 20% down paym•nt or equal trade

515 S. 12th,
Murray, KY

DUNAWAY'S Painting- interior, exterior, residential,
commercial. 753-6951, if
no answer, 753-2332 Ask
for Mike
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate for your
needs

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
753-5562 if no answer.
753-6070, 753-0996

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tie 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY INC.

Phone
153-4961

Painting
& Paper Hanging

753-3716

Air conditioning Sales and SHOLAR Plumbing &
service Gas installation Electric For your everyday
and repair for natural and plumbing and electrical
Fred's Repair needs call us at 474-2366
LP
753-7203
or 437-4113
LICENSED Electrician, SUREWAY Tree ServiceDoug Jones Electric Resi- Topping, pruning, tree redential wiring and electrical moval Aerial bucket truck
and electric motor repairs Fully insured for your. proCall tection Stump removal
No rewinding
759-4751
with no lawn damage Free
LICENSED electrician_ estimates No obligations
James Gallimore electrical 753-5484
service. Commercial and TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
residential. Fast, courteous installed- phones movedservice. 759-1835
residence and businessMOBILE HOME Specialist- experienced Call Bobby
repair, leveling, underpin- Wade 753-2220

WILL babysit in my
anytime, day or r
ferences 753-6& -

r•Qrn•

WILL do babysitong
home Monday Fr,
Morning or afternoon
references 759 4144
WILL do plumbing instv..a
:
bon & repairs
teed Free
Phone
753-1308
WILL do roofing :
painting & -yard 6753 4370 or 436 5695

Poor Jessica, she came along
after KGA Recycling was named,
but she wants to join Dad
"(Kenny). Mom (Glenda) and -Big
Sister (Angela) in ,saying
- • - —THANK-St- -

Feed
& Seed
GOOD qua
fescue and
hay $1
753-8673
GRASS hay
ter 4p r^

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabiney,
'Drop b & see our showroom

PACKAGING
.MAINTENAN('E
Area manufacturing concen,
absorbent clay industry
opening for an individual to
maintenance responsibilitie.,
Prospective candidates should
to five years of prior maintenar...• ,
be familiar with industrial
ment and have a good Industr
background with programmii:
controller experience, and h.- .11,
interpret sophisticated

Please send resume or
complete confidence. to

KGA Recycling
Hazel, KY
Best Prices Paid

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of.

This is an excellent °pp—
dividual to become part or
gressive companv performin._
and preventive maintenii:..
timum production and iii'

Because Of You
We Are Starting Our
3rd Year!

SOUTHERN 4'1. IA
DIN(SION OF' ELM:LI-if) 1.1 Al
INDESTRIEs. l.\(
SHIRLEY sTKE E I
TENNEssEE ;s.A.!

loehIr

SSK a lb fc. aturnInum cans, battcrs SI
ap Wc buy scrap tnctal. copper ani
Hopc to start buying glass soon

an.I

Eu E
NO PHONE

1 TON 1979 Ford truck
fully enclosed box bed, new
engine less than 500 miles,
new brakes, transmission,
tires, shocks, muffler, tail
pipe. Can be seen at 1511
Story. 753-0083 after 5p.m

1- H

Dial-A-Service

EXTRA sharp 1966 Chevy
pick-up SWB,step side, on
Hwy 299(Kirksey Hwy)2,4
miles from 121 489-2578

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Pulice.
91 1

911

.100e,44
Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-2571

ALWRitia
..•,
a0oF•al ,
4 °Hi

RANDY THORNTON H ATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Murroy•Calloway County Hospital

Trane and Carrie, d•altsr

mum

for sales and service In Murray
and

Calloway County.

802 Chestnut.

753-5131

753-8181

Greg's Vinyl Tops

BUY FACTORY DIRECT
AND SAVEIll Lightweight,
super insulated, SCAMP
fiberglass travel trailers,
13' 16' & 19' 5th wheels
Call
toll
free
1 800 346-4962 for free
brochure

Poison Control
753-7588

s20

Boats
& Motors
1985 BASS boat, 16 tt
55HP Johnson motor, fully
equipped 753-2483 after
2p m
510
&wrists
Oftstod

121 By-Pass

Center Dr oft 64 Ni
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
M -F 8-5
'Simulated convertible tops
'Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks 'Truck rails and tailgate ukiarJs

753-6952

753-8407

Nelpiag Hand Carpet Cleanieg Co.
"3-s."
'Carpets dry within 1-2 hours or less.
' •Lowest rotes possible.
'Prompt and efficient service.

HOLLAND TIRE
Specializing in
Performer GT Radial
Raised White Letter Tires
Corner of East Main & industrial Rd.

753-5606

To place yo-ur ad in

A 1 TREE Service and
stump removal Your pro
tessional tree service All
types, removal, topping,
feeding Free estimates
50' bucket truck and chip
per Call 753-0906
ALLEN S Tree and Land
scaping Service Free Esse
mates Hauling mulch,
manure, gravel. dirt
753 8619 or 753 6951 after
5p m 753-2332 24 Hour
answering service

753-9841

Calloway County Rescue Squad
c;aii Us Today!
AAR k Ahrti%s & I.S.A0t 11 II,',

the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
%ftiosk•ro--`

•

t.

ning, set-ups, tear-downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing, wiring, washing, hurricane
straps 759-4.850

PLUMBING repairman with
FOR most any type drive- same day service Call
way white rock also, any 759-4850
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson, REDING and Carter's complete mobile home repairs
753-4545 or 753-6763
service Call 492-8806 for
ofand
house
GENERAL
estimate
fice cleaning_ 7 years experience. 3 openings avial- FOR Sale- 3 storage sheds
able Phone after 3p m_ like houses, complete
electric in every way. 2 TVs,
759-1578.
color. 1 dryer. 3 lots for sale
CarpenGENERAL repairwith complete hook-ups for
try, plumbing, roofing, yard mobile homes. Rare
and tree work, wood- $25 a Doberman pinchers, fond
rick Call 436-2642
and rust color, AKC regishomes. You
QUALITY construction, re- tered. 2 mobile
see to believe! Call
pairs and alteration_ Free have to
appointment
estimates. Call G & A, for an
492-8806.
436-2617.

cvS1

WET BASEMENT' /se,
make wet basements —
Work completely go
teed Call Of write Mc
Construction Co Rt 2
409A, Paducah Ky 4.
or call 1 442 7026

Jim Day

INSULATION blown in by ROCKY COLSON Home
Sears TVA approved Repair Roofing siding,
Save on those high heating painting, plumbing, con
and cooling bills Call Sears crete Free estimates Call
753-2310 for tree estimate 474-2307 or 753-6973
LICENSED electrician, re- SH'EETROCK finishing
sidential and commercial new or repair 436-2811

510

New 1989 Camrys $12,967"
86 Z28 Iroc

CHRISTIAN lady will do
housecleaning References available 492-8899

Phone

Campers

TODAY'S
SALE
PRICE

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years expert
ence Parts and service,
used appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848

1987 RED Jeep Corn
manche good condition,
31,000 miles Call after
4p m 437-4616

MONTHLY
PAYMENT
SS MO

APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service dishwashers disposals, ranges ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd
Hwy 783.
753-2455

1987 CHEVROLET pickup: low mileage, 6-60 warranty. 759-1T77 atter 4p.m.
1987 JEEP' 4x4
489-2273

TOYOTAS COST LESS IN MURRAY

%mks.
Offered

Milted

1980 BUICK Riviera: PS,
PW, PL, tilt, cruise,lh vinyl
roof, gray, velour power
seats, good Ores, 90,XXX 1987 CAVALIER wagon,
$3,800 1986 Plymouth
miles, $3,500. 435-4273.
Voyager mini van $6,000
1981 PLYMOUTH Relaint, 1983 ElDorado Cadillac
$1,800 Call after 4p m $5,500 759-9698
435-4577
1987 FORD Escort
1981 TRANS Am white, 4-speed, 10,000 miles, like
loaded, custom wheels, new, $3,400 759-1252
$3,300, great condition
1987 FORD Taurus 4 door
753-9373 after 6p m.
sedan, A/C, -tilt, $5,500.
1982 OLDS Delta 88 Roy- 1987 Ford Taurus wagon,4
ale 2 door, 1 owner, super door, $5,500 247-8955
759-9936
GOVERNMENT SEIZED
1982 REGAL T-tops, fully Vehicles from $100. Fords.
loaded, extra nice car, must Mercedes. Corvettes.
sell 759-1543 or 753-0509 Chimes. Surplus. Buyers
1982 RX-7 Mazda air, tilt, Guide (1) 805-687-6000
$2,495. Can be seen at Ext S-8155.
1500 Canterbury or call ROLL Back! 1977 GMC.
753-9710.
454 engine, automatic, PS,
1983 FORD Escort XL. PB, A/C, cruise control with
blue, interior clean, excel- Jurdan steel rollback bed, 2
lent condition and gas mi- car hauler, 90% rubber, 1
leage, 51,000 actual miles, owner. Truck in A-1 worksome extras. J.B. Taylor, 5 ing condition! $9,500. Call
Points Auto Repair, for details (901)986-4434.
753-9181 or 753-8124.
TWO 1979 Monies.4 cylin1983 SUBARU stationwa- der and 6 cylinder
gon GL • 5-speed, AC, AM/ 436-2879 after 5p m. or
FM, tilt, local car, good leave message on
machine,
condition. 753-7304.

Corn-Austin and Co.

.

1972 MUSTANG 1974 International pick-up truck
753-0080

1978 FORD LTD-2 good
condition, needs some
body work, $1,200 Can be
seen at Joe Smith Carpet or
call 753-6660

or owner in Frankfort, Ky
502-875-2459 for more
details

,170

Cali today .and has.
featured here

Used
Cars

1977 PONTIAC Sunbird
rebuilt inside and out, very,
very good condition
436-2573

.330

510

490
Used
Cars

Homes
For Sale

Real
Estate
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Rebecca Brown Howard. Also preceding him in death was one son,
Charles N. Howard on June 22,
1988.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Clara J. Waters Howard, to whom he
was married on Dec. 24, 1925; one
daughter, Mrs. Anna Colson and
husband, Wallis Colson, Chapel
Hill, N.C.; two sons, Billy Paul
Howard and wife, Catherine, Rt. 7,
Murray, and Ted H. Howard and
wife, Shirley, Spokane, Wash.; a
daughter-in-taw, Mrs. Wanda Howard, Rt. 7, Murray; Five grandchildren; seven stepgrandchildren;
three great-grandchildren; 12 step
great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Patricia Windrum
Final rites for Mrs. Patricia (PatLie.) Windrum were Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
and the Rev. G.T. Moody officiated. Richard Jones was organist.
Pallbearers were Johnny Wilson,
Tony Thurmond, Gene Thurman,
Mark Allen Vinson,. John Nolin
and Robbie Rudolph.
Burial was in Dover City Cemetery, Dover, Tenn.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to the American Cancer
Society.
Mrs-. -Windrum, 59, of 1617
Sunset Dr.. Murray. died Saturday

The funeral for Albert B. (Brownie) Smith will be Tuesday at 11
a.m: in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Burial will follow in
New Concord Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 9 p.m. tonight
(Monday).
Mr. Smith, 64, Mishawaka, Ind.,
died Friday at 4:10 p.m. at Veterans Administration Hospital, Fort
Wayne, Ind. He was an Army veteran of World War II.
Born Jan. 27, 1924, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Herbert Owen Smith and Mary
Lucy Saunders Smith. He also was

preceded in death by two brothers,
Wilford Smith and Roy Bruce
Smith.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Kathryn Palmer Smith, to whom he
was married on Jan. 17, 1971; two
daughters, Mrs. Mary Frances
Cronkhite, South Bend, Ind., and
Mrs. Lisa Zinkovetch, Rock Ledge,
Fla.; two sons, Gene Smith, South
Bend, and David Smith, Sacramento, Calif.; two brothers, Willie
Smith and wife, Nell, New Concord, and Marvin Smith, Paris,
Tenn.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Odelle
Boggess Smith, Rt, 1, Almo; nine
grandchildren.

Mrs. Iva Maye Davis

at 3:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Born Feb. 21, 1929, in Model.
Tenn., she was the daughter of the
late Clarence Vinson and Lillie
Nolin Vinson.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Sue Thurmond and husband, Tim,
Murray; two sons, Jim Windrum
and Billy Windrum, Vancouver,
Canada; one brother, C.D. Vinson
Jr. and wife. Betty Sue, Murray;
four grandchildren, Shannon Thurman. Brad Thurmnan, Lindsey
Windrum and Danielle Windrum:
one nephew, Mark Allen Vinson,
Memphis, Tenn.; one aunt, Mrs.
Clyde (Blanch) Spiceland, Rt. 8,
Murray.

Mrs. Vera L. Cushman
Services for Mrs. Vera Lucille..
Cushman were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. George White
officiated.

Mrs. Sarah Agnes Parrish

Albert B. Smith

Roy Brown Howard
Funeral rites for Roy Brown
Howard are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Buron Richerson
and the Rev. Jackson Foster are
officiating Doug Ramage is organist and soloist.
Grandsons are serving as pallbearers. Burial will follow in
Salem Cemetery.
Mr. Howard, 80, Rt. 7, Murray,
died Friday at 7:20 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He was
a retired farmer and a member of
Salem Baptist Church.
Born March 29, 1908, in Calloway' County', he was the son of the
late James Robert Howard and

•

Burial was in the McCuiston
Cemetery.
Mrs. Cushman, 78, New Concord, died Wednesday at MurrayCalloway COunty Hospital.

Mrs. Iva Maye Davis, 72, of 350
LaConner Dr., Sunnyvale, Calif.,
died Saturday at 9:50 a.m. at L.
Camino Hospital, Mountain View,
Calif.
Born July 22, 1916, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late James Herbert Woods and
Etta Cook Woods.
She was a retired executive secretary and a member of First Baptist Church, Sunnyvale

Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Barbara Hatcher McCallan, and
two grandchilden, Kevin McCallan
and Kerni McCallan, Sunnyvale;
one sister, Mrs. Lucille Cavitt,
Southside Manor, Murray; two
nieces, Mrs. Billy Paul (Catherine)
Howard, Rt. 7, Murray, and Mrs.
James (Jo) Miller, Rt. 2, Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of
Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

The funeral for Mrs. Mildred
Hall Jones was Saturday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H.'Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated. Music was by Mrs. Oneida
White and Steve Littlefield.
Pallbearers were Dan Jones, Har-

ry Weatherly, John Weatherly, Jerry Hopkins, David Barrow and Bill
Jones. Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones, 77, Murray, died
Wednesday at West View Nursing
Home.

4

Bogard and Randy Brandon.
Entombment was in the mausoleum
at Murray Memorial Gardens.

,
GIRI SCOUT

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"To almost all men the state of
things under which they have been
used to live seems to be the necessary state of things.Thomas Babington Macaulay.

Today's grand slam was reached
at both tables of a recent team
game. One declarer saw only a twoway guess for a missing queen and
went wrong. The other saw a deeper
problem. and its solution made the
slam
The first declarer won his spade
queen and cashed three hearts, ending in dummy. Then he led a low
club to his 10 and West's queen for a
quick but not painless one down. His
excuse was "In all two-way guesses
for a qtteen. I always play for the
queen to lie over the jack."
Not a bad approach. but not a
good one in today's layout If clubs
are 3-2, it is correct to assume there
is a two-way guess for the club
queen. However, there are other
considerations if clubs are 4-1.
Our second declarer considered
the possibilities of a 4-1 break. And
needing four club tricks and not just
three, he cashed the club king and
led his 10, letting it ride when West
didn't cover East discarded and it
was an easy matter to claim the
rest
Should West have covered the
club 10^ It would not have mattered. South would win in dummy
and return to his hand to finesse
against West's nine to pick up the
entire suit. (Note: Had East held Q9-7-5 of. clubs, a winning finesse to
the 10 would riot have produced four
club winners.)
I-23-A
NORTH
•J
V J 96
•K 10 8 7
•A .1 P 4 3

WEST
•10 9 8 6
'87
•9 6 5
•Q9 75

South
3 NT
4 NT
5 NT

EAST
•7 5 4 3 2
•10 4 3 2
•Q J 2
+6
SOUTH
dIbAKQ
•A K Q 5
•A 4 3
•K 102

East
Pass
Pass
All pass

North
4 4*
54*
7 NT

'Gerber convention
Opening lead Spade 10

DEAR SUCKER: When you
are approached on the street by
a stranger with a friendly face
South holds
and a sad story, suggest that he
•9 7
call a crisis hot line. You may
•K 5 3
have to shell out the price of a
telephone call, but that's a far
•A K Q 8 7 4 2
cry from $40. (In some cities,
+6
the operator will put the call
through free of charge.)
West
North
East
South
Stranded travelers should be
4•
5•
2•
1•
directed to Travelers Aid, which
Pass
Pass
Pass
5
will provide temporary, food,
ANSWER: Club six. You may later lodging and transportation
try to underlead in diamonds to try home.
If I sound heartless, it's befor a club ruff.
cause I have also been taken in
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box by a sob story when I was
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed, approached by a stranger who
stamped envelope for reply
needed bus fare "home" where
I-23-B

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for

As

answers to

WELCOME

all

WAGON

bringing

you some useful
Advice on

business

neighborhood

in

your

new

And more Call

DEAR ABBY: We adopted a
wonderful little boy 2 years old.
"Micky" will be 5 soon. His birth
mother had left him for three days,
unattended. (She had a lot of
problems - drugs, alcohol and
mental.) At any rate, when Micky
came to live with us, his appetite
was enormous. Abby, you would not
believe a child could eat that much.
We were told that this was probably
due to the three days he was left
alone - and his need for food will
always be with him.
It's a pleasure to have a child who
will eat everything and ask for
more, but Micky goes around asking
the neighbors for food - and he
stuffs himself! He is not a fat child,
as he is hyperactive.
How can we control Micky's food
glut? Or do you think he'll outgrow
it?
MOM AND DAD
DEAR MOM AND DAD: The
food glut problem and the hyperactivity should be discussed
with your pediatrician. They
could be symptomatic of
Prader-Willi syndrome, or a
physical or emotional problem
that may require therapy and
possibly medication. Don't ignore these symptoms hoping
Micky will outgrow them.

Dear Abby's Cookbooklet is a collection of favorite recipes - all tested,
tried and terrific! To order, send your
name and address, plus check or
money order for $3.60 ($4 in Canada)
to: Abby's Cookbooklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 01054. (Postage is
included.)

FL
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SRV ICE PARTS 13

061.100.1
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4140144W,

641 South
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Neighbor
Chevy
Stars
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Area farmers are invited to
attend a meeting dealing with management for high yield wheat. The
program will be presented by Chris
Bowley, wheat specialist from England. Bowley has been in the Western Kentucky area for several years
working with varieties, chemicals
and fertility to increase this area's
wheat yields.
The meeting will be Jan. 23 at 7
p.m. at the Murray Area Vocational
Center.
Wheat prices are the highest the

they have been tor seven years
according to Johnnie Stockdale,
vocational agriculture instructor for
the Adult and Young Farmer Program in Calloway County. These
prices should encourage farmers to
strive to improve their production
techniques through the use of better
varieties, fungicide, and timely fertilization practices.
All interested farmers are
encouraged to attend or they may
call Johnnie Stockdale at Murray
Vocational Center for more details.

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
4.T.C.-Class k
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Prices as °No a.m.
Goodyea r
-4.82
2235.36
I.B.M.
44% - 3 ,1
Ingersoll Rand
33B 331 8 A
Jerrie()
kmart
293
27%
-1 „
kroger
+14
2S3,41
JCPenne
323'g
Penwalt
•1
une
3038
8%B 9
Quaker Oats
451 4 +1 4
Sears
523s .1 g
Texaco
.48%
+14
Time Inc.
.S.Tobacco
88% unc
17% -1/8
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield
547/8 -11/8

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

471 2
1233
3)3.4

4- 1$

I434B l47,s %
3.3 4
91

52/ 8
1031 4

1 4
+

+I

No Trade
5434 -38
It 1 8
54% -"i

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

BOONE'S CLEANERS
One Less Detail
You'll Have To
Iron Out Today
isupcii,Shirt SCr\Th.t:

Samione

5

20%

off
Coats & Pants
Please Present Coupon
Good Thru Jan 25

$380

P ease Present Coupon

Good Thru Jan 25

4 LOCATIONS
13th Main
Storey Ave

758-2552

e ...2-4641-41r
'
.427.-Reerl
4-000

4

+I 4

North 12th
603 Main

KIDS EAT

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.

1977 Chevy Impala S.W.

Power steering, power
brakes, air, auto AM-FM
$2
1,811I
radio, 3 seats. .

12.•((((( vo.411

M1•1

Wheat yield to be discussed

* 4 *

Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer

IK tLIK STUMP REMOVAL

,"•1

a job was waiting for her. She
promised to repay me as soon as
she got her first paycheck. This
happened to me - twice.(I'm a
slow learner.)

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

those who what/where questions
about your new city?

reliable
Dirt,

DEAR ABBY: A few weeks ago,
while leaving downtown Seattle, I
was approached by a friendly
looking young woman who told me
that her luggage and purse had
been stolen on the bus ride from
Bellingham'. She told me her name
and asked if I was a Christian,
saying that she was -then she told
me how terrible it was to have been
on the street all night.
To make a long story short, she
persuaded me to go to a cash
machine and get $40, which was
how much she needed to get
"home.- She promised to repay me
as soon as she got home.
Well, I never heard from her, and
now I feel like a fool for having
fallen for her story. I suppose I
should have known better, but I
kept thinking, "What if I were in
such a spot and needed help; I
would be grateful if a stranger
helped me out."
Abby, how can a person tell the
honest people from the phonies?
These people can be so convincing.
Please print this as a warning to
others who are gullible and tenderhearted.
SEATTLE SUCKER

LEAD WITH THE ACES

gifts Community info
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BOBBY WOLFF

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

Van Buren

Sad Story Has Sadder Ending
For Stranger Who Tries to Help

Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding.

By

NOTICE

By Abigail

Mr. York, 71, South Elgin, Ill.,
died Sunday. Jan. 15, at DeMotte,
Ind.

,
Order Dates: Jan 20Feb.5
Deliveries/Booth Sales:
Mar. 10-26

Ja mes (Patsy)
Concord, and Mrs. .
Price, Rt. 2, Hazel; one brother,
Harlan Bowden, Rt. I. Kirksey;
three grandchildren.
Services arc today at I p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry
Norsworthy is officiating and Mrs.
Grover Oakley is in charge of the
music.
Pallbearers are Grover Oakley,
Flavil Robertson, Joe Bowden,
Marshall Kirk, L.B. Parrish and
Ray Parrish.
Burial will follow in the Walter
Parker Cemetery.

Mrs. Mildred H. Jones

James M. York
Funeral rites for James M. York
were Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Columbus Waldrup. Randy Wright, David
Bogard. Harold Moss, Jimmy

Mrs. Sarah Agnes Parrish, 65,
New Concord, died Saturday at
11:48 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit
of Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of Blood River Baptist Church and a graduate of
Murray Training School.
Born Sept. 9, 1923, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Crate Bowden and Dessie
Anderson Bowden.
Survivors are her husband, O.D.
Parrish, to whom she was married
on Sept. 25, 1943; two daughters,
Mrs. Jerry (Shirley) Kelso, New

Bel-Air Center
753-0440
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